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Editorial
Djibril al-Ayad

This quarter is for stories of quiet rebellion. We sit and
listen to those who did not storm the Bastille or mount
royal heads on pikes, but who took steps toward
changing the world in smaller ways. Not necessarily less
important rebellions—and maybe ones less likely to
lead to a terreur or a reactionary backlash. Our
storytellers remind us that the very fact of surviving can
be a radical political act. That simply being who you
are, in the face of overwhelming societal pressure to
conform, is a violent, and justified, act of self-defence.
That sometimes the fight is an uphill struggle just to be
treated as a full, adult, human being with agency and
responsibility over your own body. (Congratulations to
our sisters in the Republic of Ireland for winning one
such battle this week!)
And of course we are treated to stories of seasoned
fighters and tales of derring-do, of savage man-eating
monsters of yore, and of grim alien planets and the
tragedies that unfold there. There are glimpses into
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possible futures, and dreams aching with pasts that
never were. Stories that are beautiful because they could
be true, or that are terrible because they could not.
Maybe it makes a nice change from the waking world
around us and its relentless stream of true horrors that
has barely abated the last couple years.
It’s been a busy month here at Futurefire.net
Publishing in the meantime, with this issue coming
together just as advance review copies of Making
Monsters were sent out to review journals, and we’re
very close to finalising the manuscript for the printers.
We have a busy summer of reading and events ahead of
us—maybe we’ll see some of you at a launch or festival
some time?—as well as some new ideas percolating
behind the scenes. Watch this space!
And so thanks to Rebecca, Meryl, A., William, Omi,
Donyae and Colleen for the fabulous stories and poems;
and to Cécile, Saleha, Toeken, Rachel, Laura-Anca,
Katharine and Pear for a particularly lovely crop of
illustrations in this issue. Enjoy the read, and see you
again in the summer.
Djibril al-Ayad, May 2018
Comment on the stories in this issue on the TFF blog:
press.futurefire.net/2018/05/new-issue-201845.html
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The Good Wife
Rebecca Buchanan

Illustration © 2018, Pear Nuallak.

She is a good wife.
Two days after her eighteenth birthday, she married a
man of thirty years. She wed him because her parents
told her to do so. She smiled through her vows because
it was expected of her. She lay in the dark on her
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wedding night and didn’t make a sound because that is
what a woman was supposed to do.
As a dutiful wife, she pinned up her hair and
assumed her place at her husband’s side. She organized
his house and his library and listened, quietly, as he
explained his fanciful theories.
As a supportive wife, she wrote down his every
word, cataloging them for future generations who would
surely come to appreciate his work (unlike so many of
his contemporaries).
As a deferent wife, she laid with her husband as he
requested. And when the babe did not take in her belly,
and her husband announced that he would no longer
sully her bed, lest her life be placed in danger again, she
quietly agreed. He spent the occasional evening out of
the house and returned stinking of perfume. A proper
wife, she said nothing, only cleaning his clothes and
returning them to his wardrobe.
And when he announced that he was leaving, off to
find proof of his fanciful theories, she packed the trunks,
covered the furniture, and accompanied him as an
acquiescent wife should.
And so they traveled by horse and by carriage and by
ship, far to the north and far to the south, across islands
and mountains and bogs and deserts. As a courteous
wife, she kept her hair pinned and her dress neat and her
hat upon her head, and she said not a word of complaint.
And when he brought her to a village on an island in
the cold north, and sat in the tavern listening to the local
herders and fishers spin tales of a fae queen with hair
like a thundercloud, she sat demurely at his side. When
they told stories of fae dancing naked under the
midwinter moon, she kept her eyes downcast. When
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they sang, half-drunk, of fae with kisses like fire, she
held very still in her chair and did not make a sound.
And when he told her that night to remain in her
room and not to worry for him and that he would return
with the dawn…
Well, she is a good wife. A good wife would never
allow her husband to face such danger alone.
And so she follows him through the snow and the
dark, her heavy black cloak drawn tight. Low music
whispers across the moor, a chorus of drums and flutes
and laughter. When he reaches the ring of ancient
stones, white beneath the moon, he hesitates for a long
moment.
She stills, not even daring to breathe lest he look
back and see her exhalation frozen in the air.
He moves into the circle, disappearing among the
rocks.
She lifts her heavy skirts, running through the snow
and icy grasses.
The stones rise up out of the ground, their gleaming
sides pitted and chipped.
She does not hesitate.
Within the stones, a new world opens up before her,
the full moon nearly as bright as the sun. The rocks rise
smooth and tall, reaching for the fierce stars. Around
her, fae dance: women and men with shaggy legs and
curling horns, hermaphrodites clad in mist and rain,
rabbits with daisy crowns and ostriches with opalescent
plumage and horses so light of foot that the grass does
not bend beneath their hooves.
In the center of it all rules a queen with hair like a
thundercloud. Lightning skips across her bare shoulders.
At the queen’s feet kneels her husband, lost to wonder.
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Hand upon his head, the queen considers her. “What
will you offer for him?” she asks, voice like the wind
before a storm.
“Myself,” she answers.
She drops her cloak and unpins her hair. Sheds her
choking dress. Kicks off her tight boots.
And she dances. She dances of her wedding to a man
she will never love, of years of silence and pain. She
dances of loss and anger, of want and desire. And,
finally, of the agony she feels now, knowing that this
fleeting taste of beauty and joy will haunt her mortal
days.
She falls to her knees, panting and sweating.
Silence.
“I accept,” the queen says, voice like rain upon the
sea.
The queen claps her hands and thunder rumbles.
Her husband is dragged away. She does not look as
he is tossed through the stones and back into the world.
Her agony and silence are carried away with him. She
smiles as a woman with a jeweled tongue takes her hand
and offers her a kiss.
And they dance and laugh beneath the midwinter
moon.
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Where Thorns Can Grow
Meryl Stenhouse

Illustration © 2018, Katharine A. Viola.

I was in the loft above an empty goatshed, the hay stalks
poking me through my woollen skirt, distracting me
from the book on my lap, the book I had stolen from the
temple library while the men were at their meal last
night. Below me on the lane people chatted as they went
about their day, but no one looked up to see me.
I stared at the pages, inhaled their scent, tried to
decipher their meaning. Again. It couldn’t be that hard.
Boys younger than me could read. Yet no matter how
long I stared at the black marks, traced them with my
finger, they remained silent, keeping their secrets, the
secrets of power and authority that only men could
know.
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Bells clonked in the distance as the goats foraged at
the base of the mountain behind the village, grazing on
the sparse thorn bushes. A cold wind blew, bringing
with it a sharp, metal tang, unlike anything in the village
or the wide plains around, and that drew my attention
away from the mysterious book.
The wheat fields surrounding the village were
patterned green with the emerging shoots of wheat,
fresh against the dry red soil. From the edge of the
desert that lay on our western side, something roared.
The air trembled. I flew to the door of the loft, hanging
from the frame, searching across the roofs, squinting
into the blinding light.
The air trembled again. Dust sifted down from the
roof into my hair. People on the street paused in the
shadows between the houses.
A great, black, shining shape rumbled out of the
dunes, crushing the tender stalks of wheat beneath its
iron feet, rigid arms pointed to the sky. Black, so black,
streaked with bands of red, like a demon from the old
stories. Prana and her family ran before it, discarding
tools and screaming like the darting white falcons that
hunted lizards among the tumbled rocks. I covered my
mouth to still my laughter as Prana ran past below me,
her skirt hitched up to show old brown legs flashing in
the sunlight.
The men gathered at the edge of the village, where
the mud-walled huts ended and the fields began, rock
and sand, stunted crops baking in the sun. Picks and
hoes and hammers and brooms, mighty weapons to take
on a gargantuan beast of the ancient world. I could hear
the wailing of the women and children behind me,
hidden in the village hall, away from the demon’s sight.
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No one had thought to check if I was in there. Or
perhaps my mother, struggling to comfort my brothers
and sisters, had looked up for a moment and cursed me
for not being at hand.
“It comes,” cried Pali, the baker’s son, sixteen years
of short limbs and rounded cheeks, clutching the bread
paddle to his chest. As if we needed to be told, when the
great black form, hot and slick and streaked with red
rust, towered over our houses. The only thing larger
than it was the mountain at our back.
They stood before it, every man who could call
himself so, as the demon crawled closer and I peered
around the frame, waiting for the moment when it
would reach them. The sound of it filled the world. The
men cried out as they were cast into shadow. Its long
arms turned, grinding and groaning like rocks before
they fell from the mountain. It pointed its arms at them,
and washed them with puffs of air, rank and harsh and
smelling so odd, sharp and tangy in the back of my
throat.
The men broke ranks and ran, ducking between the
houses, crying out in their fear. I could not move. I
crouched, trembling, in the doorway of the loft, unable
to run, so that I saw it pass beneath me, washed by its
foul breath until I choked and gasped. It brushed against
the edge of the goatshed, and mudbrick cracked and
cascaded into the narrow lane. I clutched the doorframe
as the building trembled.
I did not fall. The demon passed by, roaring, the
thunder of its passage filling the world, crunching,
grinding its way through the village.
When the noise had passed I climbed down and ran
to the edge of the village. Beyond there were more
fields, and then the blocky shape of the mountain, rising
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to the north, a solitary, stunted grey peak surrounded by
a fuzz of thorn bushes. The demon came to the base of
it, where the remains of an old road ended in a pile of
rubble and a great hole.
The men had followed it, too, and stood clutching
their weapons, watching it rumble forward and back,
iron treads grinding against the edge of the hole. It could
go no further.
Someone threw a stone, which bounced off the
demon’s body. When it didn’t respond, another stone
followed, then another. Under the hail of rock it
continued to jerk forward and back, pausing at the edge
of the rubble, as if unaware of the sting of stone.
“Yllka!” My mother’s voice rose behind me, sharp
and strident. I ducked out of habit, then ran home, to
find that my house had been in the path of the demon,
and was nothing now but a pile of crushed brick, its
passing marked by my mother’s wailing. Her eyes lit up
when she saw me and she reached out for me. But her
hug was brief, her happiness quickly replaced by the
more familiar scowl.
“Where were you, Yllka, foolish girl.” My mother’s
slap was not unexpected, felt too many times to have
any effect other than to make my cheek red.
“Daydreaming somewhere, and what if you’d been in
our house when it was crushed, breaking my heart,
selfish girl, and one less hand when I’m already short
handed.”
I helped her pick things out of the rubble, a cup still
in one piece, a wooden spoon, clothes now brown with
mudbrick dust.
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We moved into a room in the baker’s house, all of
us, mother and father and seven children all pressed
together, squashed like dates in a sticky cake. I liked
that the baker’s wife, Teutra, gave us fresh, thin bread
wrapped around spicy lentils. I did not like the way that
my mother and Teutra would talk in low voices, and
then look at me. I did not like the way they said my
name and Pali’s name together. I took my meal and ran
into the village, with my mother’s voice at my heels.
I leaned in the window of Jehona’s house and ate my
food, dropping bits of it on the floor. Jehona rose from
her spinning wheel to sweep it up before her mother saw
it, her shawl wrapped demurely around her shoulders,
her throat modestly hidden, her hair covered. She would
not sit on the windowsill and laugh with me like she
used to, but she leaned against the wall out of sight and
took a bite of my food, covering her mouth and her
laughter with her hand.
“You will be getting fat on Teuta’s wares.”
“There’s plenty that can’t be sold. No wonder Pali is
so round.”
We laughed together over Pali’s figure, not tall and
imposing like a man should be, but fleshy and short, and
with hardly any beard. My father’s beard reached the
belt around his waist.
“My father says they are going to have a meeting
tomorrow night, in the hall, after temple,” said Jehona.
“About the demon?” I offered her another bite. I had
not been the only one to connect this stinking, towering
vision with the tales of the demons who had risen up
and destroyed the world.
Jehona waved the offering away. “What else? I heard
him organising with your father who is to watch the
demon and warn us if it comes into the village.”
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“Maybe the women, if the men are going to be
meeting.”
“No, the women will be in the hall, too. Everyone
will.”
I was excited to be going. Women never went to
listen when the elders gathered to make decisions or
law. When Prana’s cousin was on trial for the murder of
his wife, I had tried to sneak in, but had been caught.
My father had made sure I was kept at home on the day
they took Afrim out into the desert and twisted a rope
around his neck until he died. “Will we have the chance
to speak, do you think?”
“I think they want everyone to see they are doing
something,” said Jehona.
But I was already dreaming of saying something
profound so that my father would notice, would realise
how intelligent I was. So that my mother might talk less
about Pali, and how he would take over the bakery one
day.
I went home when dusk crept across the desert, past
the gaps where houses used to be, where the wind
carved new paths through the village, slicing chill
through my shawl. Pali waited in the shadows near the
door. He offered me a date cake, his dark eyes trying to
meet mine. I ran off into the dark with Pali calling my
name.
The stink and rumble of the demon led me on
through the night. Closer, the little flashing, flickering
lights on its curved underbelly, red and orange, painted
the rock in new colours. I squatted down against a wall,
pulling my shawl tighter about me against the bonedeep chill. Did the demon feel it? Did it register the
scattered stars above? Why had it come here? We had
nothing of value. In fact, it seemed completely
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uninterested in us. On occasion it would rumble to
noisy, stinking life, loop through the village and then
return to the fallen ramp and sit, still but not silent,
rumbling in the darkness, breathing thick fumes into the
air.
A light flashed above on the mountain, a tiny
pinprick in the night.
“Yllka! Yllka!” My mother’s voice came out of the
darkness, frantic, calling me back to the safety of the
bakery. Not our home.
Home. I turned my back on the demon and ran
towards the baker’s house. Was the mountain calling to
the demon? There were old walls on top of the
mountain, at the end of the ruined road, old walls with
red metal bones. Where did demons live?
In our little room in the baker’s house my father beat
me with a switch. I had forgotten to put the book back
and it had been found, dusty and stained, in the pen with
the goats. No use denying it was me. I had been stealing
books since the time I had first understood that they
weren’t for me.
I didn’t like sitting in the hall, pressed against my
neighbours with my thighs still stinging and raw, but it
was worth it. Excitement sang through me. My mother
was too busy with my brothers and sisters, too busy
exchanging fearful thoughts with our neighbours. I
tuned them out, focused on the elders gathered at the
front of the hall. I had the answer, and tonight everyone
would hear me. Everyone would know.
Someone touched my hand and I yanked it away,
thinking it was Pali. But it was Jehona who sat beside
me. I gave her a smile and reached for her hand. She
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squeezed back, and leaned over to speak in my ear. “I
heard my father say they have a solution. They’re going
to tell everyone.”
Kostandin stood and everyone quieted, their gazes
focused on him. He had only to open his mouth and
people would listen. What would it be like, I thought, to
have that power?
“My friends, I know many of you are afraid of this
demon that has come to us from the ancient world.”
I shivered, imagining that world, so long legend, the
great cities inhabited by demons such as these, the fire
that had burned the world and filled the skies with ash.
“Many of you are asking, how long until the demon
destroys our village? Why can you not defeat it? But my
friends, we cannot hurt the demon with our weapons,
such that they are.”
“Send someone to the capitol. Let them bring an
army,” cried Behar. Many voices joined him in the call.
Kostandin raised his hands again for silence. I bit the
words that wanted to burst from inside me. I gripped the
edge of my seat, hovering, waiting for the moment to
cry I have the answer.
“It will take many weeks to reach the capitol, and
more still to return with an army. And in that time, it
may destroy half the village.”
A great wail rose up then. Everyone spoke at once.
Men shouted for quiet, women cried out, children
caught the upset of their parents and added their voices.
“It wants to go home,” I said. Nobody heard me. I
cleared my throat, tried to be heard over the shouting
and wailing. “It wants to go home.” My mother spared a
moment in her wailing to shush me. I pushed her hand
away.
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Kostandin raised his hands for silence once more.
Now was my chance. As the voices stilled, I hitched up
my skirts and stood on my chair.
“It wants to go home!”
Silence fell for a moment, shock at my rudeness, to
interrupt the men. I rushed on while I could. “It is trying
to climb the mountain, but it cannot, because the path is
broken. If we—”
Sharp pain bloomed in my ear and I cried out, was
yanked off my chair, to fall heavily against my mother. I
caught the expression on my father’s face across the
room, the glance he exchanged with my mother, before I
was dragged away by the ear and out the door.
My mother said not a word to me as she dragged me
through the village, ignoring my cries, my pleading to
go back so I could finish what I wanted to say. She
threw me through the door onto the floor. She said not a
word as she picked up the switch, yanked my dress up
and laid into the already tender flesh with the springy
branch of a young olive tree.
I lay on the hard pallet in our room in the baker’s
house and cried while my mother went back to the
meeting. I was right. I knew that I was. How could I
make them listen?
My family returned and I rose to help with the
evening meal, grinding wheat into coarse meal, keeping
the younger children occupied, fetching things from the
storeroom to show my mother I was helpful. My mother
would not meet my eye, her expression distant and
forbidding. I kept my tongue. Later, when everyone had
been fed, I would apologise to my father, and then I
would tell him about the light on top of the mountain.
But after dinner, my mother hurried me into the
kitchen to clean up before I could speak to him. I
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hovered near the door, trying to hear what the men were
talking about, until she slapped me and pushed me over
to scrub the big clay pots. I stood before the tub,
rebellion in my heart. “Mamma, I need to talk to father.”
“He’s busy. There is much planning to do.”
“About the demon?”
“It is none of your concern.”
“But I need to tell them—”
“The decision has already been made. Kostandin said
that the demon is trying to get to the top of the
mountain.
“I knew it! They did listen to me.”
“What are you talking about? It was Kostandin who
said it.”
“No, I said it. You heard me, mother, you were there.
Everyone heard me!”
“Rubbish. A girl know more than the head of the
village?”
“But I said it! I said it before him! You heard me!” I
tried to catch my mother’s eye, but she kept her gaze on
her work, her lips pressed together.
“I heard a rude girl interrupt the men at their
discussions.” My mother exchanged a glance with the
baker’s wife, who shook her head. “A girl who sneaks
around and listens in to conversations she should not.
Did you think that no one would know? You overheard
them and claimed the idea as your own.”
“I overheard nothing. This was my idea! I thought of
it, and Kostandin stole it!”
My mother slammed her cloth down onto the wood.
“Who will marry such a girl? You need to watch your
manners, Yllka. Do you want to be known as a nag who
will bother her husband with her sneaky ways?”
“I don’t want to marry anyone!”
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“And who will look after you then when I am gone?”
She bent over, her lips tight, scrubbing and scrubbing at
the wooden boards. “Who wants a troublesome wife?”
It was Teuta’s look of pity, not my mother’s scowl,
that stilled my cries. I turned away, plunged my arms
into the pot of scalding water, topped the level up with
my hot tears, not caring if anyone heard me cry.
My father didn’t give me a beating, though I
expected one. I glared at the wall, listened to them
sleeping behind me, a hard, bitter thorn growing in my
belly.
Jehona was at the spinning wheel again when I
rushed out the next morning, my belly empty.
“I heard you,” said Jehona, her hands busy with the
thread of wool. “I know it was you.”
I wanted to ask her to speak to her father, to make
him admit that it had been my idea. But I couldn’t ask
her that. “It’s not fair. It’s not fair. I am as smart as any
man—”
“But that’s not the way of things, Yllka.”
I scowled at a passing woman, tsking to see me
leaning in the window. She glared back at me and
hurried on. “We used to dream about running away, of
following the old road until we reached the capitol.”
“We were children, Ylkka, playing childish games.
We are women now.”
Didn’t I know it. Once a month, trapped in the house
with my mother to prevent my curse from putting the
goats off their milk or stealing men’s virility. Every
month I thought that I should put these ideas to the test,
thought of more than one man whose virility could do
with some cursing, but my mother kept me in her gaze
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all the time, and the switch close at hand. “I don’t want
to be a woman,” I snapped.
“But you are.” Jehona tugged more wool from the
basket beside her, deft fingers twisting it into the
growing strand. “A goat can’t be anything but a goat.”
“I don’t want to be a goat, either.”
Jehona didn’t laugh. “Be what you are, Yllka. Then
you’ll be at peace.”
I knew what she meant. Embrace the life I had been
born into. Marriage. Children. I jerked away from her
and ran, ran between the houses, out and into the fields,
mad Yllka running with her skirts blowing behind her,
the thorn sharp and sticky in my belly.
The stones of the ramp were still there, tumbled
down, some of them broken. We had our own narrow
path up the mountain, past the sticking thorn bushes to
the summit, wide and flat and surrounded by a jumble of
cracked and fallen walls, slabs of stone larger than the
side of a house, grey and stained with red iron bones
sticking out.
It was hard to move the stones, to pull them with
ropes and mule, to lever them up with the hard trunks of
old olive trees. The men went out as dawn broke the
sky, leaving the women and children to work in the
fields. The wheat grew tall, the green stalks hissing in
the dry wind, bleaching under the sun until the stems
hung heavy with fat ears. The demon lurked before the
ramp, rumbled, still, until without warning it would turn
and grind a new path around the mountain, sometimes
through the fields, laying a barren path through the
crops, sometimes through the village, crushing more
houses beneath its long feet.
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By the time the harvest came in, the demon’s
pathways criss-crossed the village like the veins on
Prana’s legs. Some days the men could not work at all,
when the demon sat right against the base of the ramp,
gases swirling around it, choking. The men washed their
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faces in the well, and my father came to bed with red
rims around his eyes.
No one had died. The young boys were set to watch
it, and when it rumbled to life they ran through the
village before it, shouting a warning to those in its path,
so they could gather their children and run into the
street, to watch it crush their house into splinters and
dust. Sometimes it only clipped a house, and you could
see into the rooms, see the dust and sand settle on the
floor.
Then the day came when the demon moved away.
The men hurried to place the last stones that would
connect the broken road with the stone ramp leading
upwards. The boys ran before the demon, chattering like
birds, no longer afraid. Their shouts heralded its return.
“It comes! It comes!”
It crushed another house to dust and then it was here.
It ground its feet at the ramp, the long iron rails
scratching at the stone, until it gripped and moved
upward.
A great cheer tore from my throat, and from the
throat of all of us who watched. Men laughed and
clapped their hands. Women raised their children up so
they could see the demon passing up the road.
Then the men took down the end of the ramp,
trapping the demon on the mountain.
They carried the stones into the village to rebuild the
houses. We gathered in the centre of the village, lit a
great fire to feast: dates soaked in sweet wine, cheese
sharp and salty spread on flat wheat bread, tomatoes
dried and sweet wrapped around greasy chunks of spitroasted goat.
I ate until I thought my stomach would burst. My
mother did not slap me the whole night. When the music
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started, the old men and women got up and pranced
around on the packed dirt. I saw Pali looking at me, and
ran off into the night.
When spring came Pali asked me to marry him. I
said no. My father beat me. I ran out into the street, and
vowed never to go home again.
His mother met with Jehona’s mother, and when the
olive flowers cloaked the trees in new white, Pali and
Jehona stood together under the crossed boughs. I
watched from the lane, while the thorn burrowed into
me so deep that I knew it would never come out. My
mother stopped speaking to me entirely.
The demon waits on top of the mountain. Some
people carry gifts to it, wheat bread and dried meats and
soft, sticky date cakes, to lay at its feet. It does not eat,
but it points its tubes at us, and thanks us with rapid
puffs of air.
I go up sometimes and sit beneath its shadow, on the
days when I am not welcome anywhere, and eat the
offerings. I don’t steal books anymore. The thorn is too
sharp now, cuts me on the inside until the bile and blood
rise into my throat and choke me. Sometimes Jehona
comes to the base of the mountain and calls to me, her
voice echoing off the stone, her belly growing round
under her dress. If the bread is set and rising she will
climb the mountain to sit beside me, and we watch the
falcons hunting over the rocky plains below. From here
the horizon blurs into the sky, endless, harsh, dry, and I
wonder why anyone would chose this place as their
home. The demon is trapped here, but seems content. It
has not moved since.
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I am always moving. I am ready to make my own
trail, out along the road that leads away from the village.
Then Jehona holds my hand, and I think I will stay a
little while more. Unlike the demon, I am not trapped
here. I can leave whenever I want.
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“Ah, shit.”
Li doesn’t look up from her phone. She snaps her
gum. “What’s up?”
“Bit through my lip on accident.”
Another snap. “Sucks.”
“It’ll stop bleeding soon, whatever.”
After a few minutes and no new texts, Li finally
looks up. She blinks, surprised. “Shit, Kats. That’s a lot
of blood. You sure you’re okay?”
Kat puts her hand up to her mouth, takes it away to
see it covered in shiny red. The copper taste of it has
already flooded her mouth, but she figured it’d clotted
up before the taste had had a chance to go away. The
sight of the blood coating her fingers is almost startling.
“Should we call your mom?” Li asks. It’s surprising
to see concern on her face. Li usually doesn’t emote
very much.
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“Nah, I think it’ll be okay. Must’ve bitten harder
than I thought.” When Kat probes the raw wound with
her tongue, she can feel the torn flesh. It’s sort of
spongey and soft, bigger than she’d initially thought.
Kat shrugs and swallows another mouthful of blood,
ignores the churning in her stomach from the taste. It’ll
heal.
It doesn’t.
Kat goes to bed with a mouthful of blood and wakes
up with a stained pillowcase. There’s red all over her
nightshirt and some caked in her hair. When she looks
in the mirror in the bathroom, it’s like a horror show
come to life. The wound on her lip is still open, seeping
blood slowly. Kat tongues the raw flesh and winces at
the sharp pain. Other than that, it really doesn’t hurt all
that much.
She climbs into the shower to wash off the gore left
over from the night. Maybe she should’ve put some
gauze on it before she fell asleep? Or maybe she
should’ve listened to Li and called her mom the night
before.
Kat brushes her teeth and watches as the pink foam
swirls down the drain. The mouthwash stings, but it’s a
good sting. A clean one.
When she goes downstairs for breakfast, her mom
takes one good look at her and drops the plates in her
hands. No one comments on the shattered dinnerware.
“Jesus Christ, Kathy, what happened?” her mom
asks. She cups Kat’s face in her hands, moves it back
and forth under the dirty fluorescent light overhead. Her
nails are sharp, pinpricks on Kat’s cheeks. “Were you
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attacked? The Stevenson’s have that big pit-bull, and
you always hear those stories—”
“No, ma. I just bit through it last night on accident.”
Kat’s used to her mom’s dramatics. That’s why she
hadn’t called her when Li suggested it.
“This looks worse than a little accident. You sure
someone didn’t do this to you?” She doesn’t wait for
Kat to answer. “We should take you to the Doctor’s
office and get this checked out.”
“Ma, it’s fine. Stop freaking out.” Her mom’s
fretfulness is embarrassing. Her dad and little sister are
staring at their plates, one guilty for looking away and
leaving Kat to her, the other running a finger through
the leftover syrup as she chews.
Her mom clucks and wipes away a trail of blood. She
snatches up a kitchen towel to wipe her hands, then
reaches up to make sure her blonde bob is still in place.
“No way to go around, looking mauled. Just think what
the neighbors will say.” Her mom grabs the cross
hanging from around her neck and twists it on its chain.
Kat grimaces and pulls away. There it is. “I’m sure
it’ll be fine soon,” she mumbles as she rushes out of the
kitchen, snagging a piece of toast off her dad’s plate as
she goes. It’s easier to escape her mom’s clucking than
to deal with it. Always been that way.
Li’s waiting for her at the end of the driveway when
she leaves the house. There’s the ever-present phone in
her hand, but she’s looking up from it.
“Still bleeding?” she asks, even though it’s got to be
obvious with the smear of red staining Kat’s chin.
The toast is stale and tastes weird mixed with a
mouthful of blood. Mealy. “Yup,” Kat says, spraying
red crumbs.
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“Maybe it’s your period,” Li says as she wipes soggy
bread off her cheek. “Like, displaced, or whatever. You
haven’t had one in a while, have you?”
She hasn’t, but that seems ridiculous. A displaced
period? Gross. “Tastes like normal blood to me.”
“Have you ever tasted period blood?”
“Jesus, Li.”
Li goes back to her phone, but there’s a smug air of I
told you so surrounding her.
They’re supposed to be going to school, but neither
feels bothered to. Li’s smart enough that she can get
away with it and Kat just can’t make herself care at all.
They go most days, enough so that the truancy officer
doesn’t hunt them down, but there’s really no point. Kat
knows that Li’s going to go to some brainy school up
north on a full scholarship, while Kat gets stuck
working the drive-thru window on weekends or
something just as dreary, stuck in this shitty town with
all the other losers. Kat wasn’t meant for great things.
They head to the park because there’s nowhere else
to go that isn’t school, home, or the woods. Kat doesn’t
mind the woods, but Li thinks they’re gross and
dangerous. Sometimes, Kat walks into the woods by
herself just to get a taste of it. She’s always inevitably
disappointed when it doesn’t come.
“You look like a zombie from Night of the Living
Dead,” Li says when they’re both seated on swings.
Kat has a black top on to disguise any spills, but she
can still feel the hot blood sliding down her chin and
neck, soaking the material. She’s never seen that movie.
“Maybe I am a Zombie,” she says wistfully, kicking her
legs to start her ascent. “Your neck’s looking pretty
tasty.”
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Li snorts, pushes her black hair behind her ear. She’s
not wearing makeup today and idly, Kat thinks she
looks pretty. Tired, a little soft around the edges. Her
neck is long and she always holds her head high, like a
crane or something. She’s so smart—will really do
something with her life one day, probably pop out one
or two little geniuses of her own once she meets some
handsome doctor. She’ll never come back to visit Kat,
even though she promises she will. She’ll be too busy
with her new, better life.
Kat kicks her legs harder so she can go higher,
doesn’t think of anything at all.
“Maybe you really should get that taken care of.”
“Hm?” Kat rubs another circle of red into her jeans,
touches her mouth with her finger for more paint. There
are two flowers curled together on her right thigh and
she wants a third.
“Like, it should’ve clotted by now, right? You’re not
messing with it over-much, so it shouldn’t keep going, I
don’t think.” There’s Li’s concerned look again.
“Maybe. I don’t feel bad, though. Like the last time I
got my period, I got all woozy and passed out. I don’t
feel like that at all.”
“Really?”
“Yeah. Is that weird?” Kat looks up from her
painting, watches Li’s nose scrunch up. It always does
that when she’s thinking over a hard problem. Is Kat a
hard problem?
“I guess not, if you don’t feel any worse. Might want
to take some iron supplements, though.”
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“Mom’s gonna pitch a fit when she sees me,” Kat
says with a sigh. She’ll make it into a whole thing and
Kat will have to put up with it.
Li grimaces. “Sucks.”
“Yeah.”
They head home an hour after school gets out, for
lack of anything better to do. They could go bother the
boys from school, Kat knows a few who would be
fascinated by this kind of blood. The thought of meeting
up with them turns her stomach though.
Unsurprisingly, Kat’s mom flips her shit when she
looks up from the couch and sees Kat’s face and clothes.
“For fuck’s sake Kathy! Look at yourself!
Someone’s going to think I’ve raised a feral child! What
the hell happened?”
Kat’s sister is sat too close in front of the television,
watching some nature program, blue eyes wide and
unblinking. A hyena rips into the side of some poor
creature’s heaving flank and the eerie laughter of the
pack fills the room.
“Susanna, turn that shit off!” their mom snaps, hands
flying through the signs automatically even though
Suzie has her hearing-aids in.
Suzie does, plunging the house into horrible silence.
Kat already misses the laughter.
“We’re going to the hospital right now, young lady!
Li-Mei, I’m sorry, but you should go home. Please tell
your mother I said hello.” The banality of her words in
that frustrated tone makes Kat want to laugh, but she
knows it would come out beastly.
“Bye, Kats,” Li mumbles as she leaves.
Kat waves at her. They’ve both gotten over trying to
get her mom to call them by anything but their full first
names. Her mom is on the phone to her dad, saying
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something about Kat spewing blood, Kat doesn’t know.
She isn’t paying attention. She runs a hand over Suzie’s
hair, ruffling the blonde curls and leaving streaks of red
behind. Suzie grins up at her with a gap-toothed smile.
“Let’s go,” their mom snaps. There are fine lines
around her eyes and mouth that Kat can’t ever recall not
being there.
Kat and Suzie march out to the minivan, Suzie
clambering into the back and Kat sliding into the
passenger seat. Their mom frowns at Kat and reaches
into the backseat to grab a towel. She throws it at Kat.
“Put this under you. We just got the upholstery done
in here.”
Kat does as she’s told. She looks out the window as
they drive, ignoring her mom’s bitching. It just goes in
one ear and out the other; it usually does. Kat likes to
imagine her mom’s voice like the adults in the Peanuts.
Wah, wah, wah.
They park in a handicap spot at the hospital. They
have the tag because of Suzie, but Kat figures her mom
uses it because she likes people to see her there. Their
mom is like that. She uses Suzie like some sort of pity
trophy.
Kat grabs Suzie’s hand as they cross the parking lot.
Suzie doesn’t seem to mind the red stains on Kat’s
fingers. She never cares what Kat looks like or does or
how her actions will reflect badly on the family. Suzie
just cares that Kat spends time with her and treats her
like the normal 7-year-old she is.
The ER the next town over is relatively empty on a
school day afternoon. A man is snoring in his seat with
a newspaper draped over his face while a young mother
watches over her toddler. The mom looks tired and the
toddler is excited even with a lime green cast all the way
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up to his shoulder. Suzie immediately drops Kat’s hand
to go make a new friend. She tends to get along with
young kids easily. The young mom looks a little
horrified when she sees Kat, but her gaze softens over
Suzie and her hearing-aids.
The nurse at the intake desk only looks slightly
perturbed when Kat’s mom drags her over. She’s clearly
seen worse. “How can I help you?” she asks.
“As you can see, my daughter is bleeding
excessively. It’s been like this since…” her mom pauses
and gestures at her.
“Yesterday. Last night, actually.”
The nurse’s eyebrows go up a fraction of an inch. A
little more interesting, then. “I’ll see who’s available.
Just sign in right here, please.”
They walk back to the waiting room where Suzie is
laughing with delight and signing something to the
toddler. It—he?—doesn’t know what Suzie’s trying to
say, but he keeps handing her blocks with a smile. Suzie
doesn’t seem to mind. Their mom grumbles quietly
about not being seen to right away. She perks up when
she notices the young mother and sits down next to her.
Poor thing.
After a few minutes, the nurse says, “Kathy
Hargrove? If you could follow me?”
Kat gets up and trails after her, focusing on the swish
of her pants as her thighs rub together. Kat hasn’t been
to this ER in a few years, so she doesn’t recognize the
nurse. In her 20s, pretty, hair tied back in a tight
ponytail. She’s heavy and wears it well. Kat thinks
about her own harsh angles and how they would hurt
against such softness.
The nurse takes her weight and height, blood
pressure and temperature. She stares at Kat’s stained
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clothing for a minute before digging out a paper gown
and handing it to her. “I’ll see if we have anything else,
but for now this will have to do.”
It’s more than Kat was expecting. She changes into
the flimsy gown when the nurse leaves the room, keeps
her panties on but puts the rest of her messy clothes in a
pile on the chair. The nurse comes back in and gestures
at the table, then leaves. Kat sits and waits.
A long time passes by while Kat stares at the various
posters on the walls and a doctor finally comes in. It’s
been enough time that the blood has started flowing
down her neck and onto the gown.
“Hello, Miss Hargrove. I hear you seem to have a
spot of bleeding.” The doctor is middle aged, already
balding. He looks exhausted even with his attempt at
good humor. His accent isn’t local, either. Kat wonders
where he’s from and why he’d choose to move
down here. He looks up from his chart and smiles when
he takes her in. “Well, then. I guess there’s no doubt
about that bleeding, huh?”
The doctor, Dr. Carl as he tells him to call her, asks
her all sorts of questions. Her eating habits, whether
she’s anorexic or bulimic—”It’s okay to be honest with
me, you’re old enough that we don’t need to tell your
parents, but we can still get you help.”—if she’s a virgin
and if she’s sexually active.
Normal, no, no, no, not really. She’d fucked Adrian
on a whim and hadn’t really enjoyed it. Li had done it
with Stuart and she’d said it was fun. Kat didn’t get the
hype, hadn’t wanted to do it again. She’s fooled around
a bit with a few other boys at school, but none of that
was good, either. She hasn’t done it in a while.
Dr. Carl nods and hums and writes things down.
“Time for the physical exam, then.”
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He uses a lighted scope to look into her nose and
ears, listens to her heart and lungs with a cold
stethoscope that gives her goosebumps.
“Onto the main event.” Dr. Carl smiles like it’s all a
joke.
She opens her mouth and he prods around. The taste
of latex is sharp and bitter on her tongue. Worse than
the blood.
“How did the initial wound occur?” he asks. He pulls
back so she can answer.
“Bit through it on accident.”
“And how have you felt? You’ve been bleeding
continuously since the bite? That’s a pretty significant
amount of blood.” He doesn’t sound like he believes
her.
She can see his gloves are streaked with her blood
and spit.
“I feel normal,” she tells him. “Nothing out of the
ordinary.”
“No nausea, either? That’s why you’re not supposed
to tilt your head back during a nosebleed. Swallowing a
lot of blood makes you throw up. None of that though,
huh?”
Kat thinks about it. “Maybe the first mouthful. It felt
gross. But nothing after that.”
Dr. Carl hums thoughtfully and asks her a few more
questions about disorders and diseases she’s never heard
of. Then he waves it off and says they’ll check her
bloodwork while they’re running a pregnancy test.
The words send a sick shock through her system.
Pregnant. Wouldn’t that just be a kick in the fucking
ass. Her mom would never let her live it down. Oh, how
the neighbors would talk. Suzie would like a baby, but
Kat doesn’t even want kids. She’s never wanted them.
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“Don’t worry, though,” Dr. Carl says as if picking up
on her internal panic. “That’s unlikely. But we have to
check, just to make sure. For now, let’s stitch that cut
shut so you can have some peace.”
The thought of stitches in her mouth makes her feel
queasy. “Will it hurt?”
Dr. Carl grins. “No. We’ll give you an injection first,
then the stitches. Doesn’t hurt but a slight sting from the
shot. Now lie back, we’ll have you fixed in just a
moment.”
Kat does as he asks. She closes her eyes and listens
to him move around, leave the room for a few minutes,
before coming back. The footsteps of another person
follow. Not her mom or she’d start harassing her.
“Okay. Just a little prick from the needle, then we’ll
give it a minute to activate. You ready?”
Everything goes about as well as could be expected.
The needle sliding into the raw skin of her lip hurts, but
that goes away quickly enough. What remains is the
sensation of tugging every time a stitch gets tied off.
She’s had stitches before, but never in her face. It’s
different. Weird. Not any weirder than bleeding
everywhere, probably.
“All done!” Dr. Carl says cheerfully. He removes his
gloves with a noisy snap. “Nurse Laura got you some
scrubs to wear home. Those stitches dissolve, so you
don’t even have to worry about coming back in here for
removal.”
He keeps droning on about aftercare and keeping
everything clean, but Kat isn’t paying him any mind
anymore. She probes at the sewed-up gash with her
tongue. The whole area is numb still, but the stitches are
rough and prickly against it. Once Dr. Carl leaves the
room, Kat puts the scrubs on. They’re too big and the
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neon frolicking puppies give her a headache, but it’s
better than going home in bloody clothes.
She bundles everything up and holds it under her arm
as she walks out of the room. Retracing her path to the
waiting room is easy enough. Kat smiles when she sees
Suzie signing to a guy in scrubs, a delighted smile on
her face. Not many people know enough ASL to hold
actual conversations with her. She’s acquired some
smiley face stickers in the time Kat’s been with the
doctor and they’re all over her dress and cheeks and
there’s even one hanging from a curl.
“Finally,” their mom snaps, standing up. She brushes
her hands down her jeans. “You don’t look like some
murder victim anymore. Let’s go.”
Kat holds a hand out for Suzie. No more red? Suzie
signs with her free hand while she mouths the words. No
more red, Kat signs back with a smile. The Doctor
sewed me up like your teddy bear. She’d had to sew
Suzie’s bear’s arm back on after it’d gotten ripped off.
Suzie nods and grins. She swings their arms all the
way to the car and Kat decides to slide into the back
with her, ignoring their mother’s grumbling about not
being a chauffeur.
The rest of the night is boring. Kat texts Li for a
while, but she had AP coursework to finish. Kat could
do her homework, surprise her teachers for once, but she
spends the night coloring with Suzie instead. It’s a much
better investment of effort.
Suzie has another nature documentary on, something
bloody and violent. Kat doesn’t mind it—it’s a
representation of the real world, one Suzie doesn’t get to
have much access to with their mother’s constant
hovering.
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At some point their dad gets back home and he runs
his hand over Kat’s head. He looks exhausted, brown
hair ruffled like he’s been running his fingers through it
a lot. His suit is rumpled, too. “All better?” he asks
softly. Kat flashes him a thumbs-up but doesn’t bother
saying anything to him. He quickly wanders away,
brown eyes glossy, off in his own world that Kat doesn’t
have any access to. Not anymore.
She goes to bed around the same time Suzie does,
more from boredom than anything else. Her mom hasn’t
been in to change the bloody sheets or pillow case, but
Kat doesn’t mind it. She curls up facing the stains,
probes at her lip one last time before shutting her eyes.
In her dream, there’s something pulsing inside her.
It’s throbbing, beating, alive. Whatever it is, it crawls up
into her throat, trying to push its way into the open.
When it can’t find an exit there, it moves further up,
filling her mouth with something sticky and hot. She
can feel it behind her lips, clawing for a way out. She
opens her mouth when it becomes too much, and it
rushes out of her, dribbling down her mouth, dripping
down her throat, covering her in its red embrace.
Kat sits up with a start. When her eyes adjust, she
sees blood all over her covers. Had her period come
during the night? No. She lifts a hand to her mouth and
winces at the salt against her open wound. Her lip,
bleeding again. How? Kat goes to the bathroom and
inspects her lip in the mirror. No stitches where they’re
supposed to be. Just a bleeding, gaping wound.
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She goes downstairs, lets her mom get one good look
at her.
“What have you done?” she shrieks.
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They head back to the emergency room. A new nurse
is at the desk, but when Kat is led back, she’s surprised
to see Dr. Carl still there. Does he live at the ER? He
frowns when he sees Kat, sees the blood all down her
throat. He’s angry, at first, admonishing her for ripping
stitches out when her cut wasn’t healed. Kat insists she
didn’t, and he clearly doesn’t believe her. Why should
he?
But when he puts on a pair of gloves and inspects her
mouth, he frowns. There are no holes where the needle
punched through her skin to stitch her up. They can’t
have healed, it’s not been nearly enough time. It’s like
he never made them in the first place.
“Bizarre,” he murmurs.
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He gets out a tube of something he calls medical
glue, wipes up her mouth with a gauze as best he can,
and squirts it into the cut. Kat can’t see, but she feels
something wet plop into her lap. When she looks down,
there’s a puddle of clear goop on her sleep pants. Dr.
Carl swears, something he probably shouldn’t do in
front of a patient. Not that Kat really cares. He picks up
a wad of gauze and folds it carefully over her cut, tapes
the whole thing onto her face.
“I’m not sure what’s causing this, but hopefully your
test results will come back with some definite answers.
Until then, you’ll have to keep it covered and change the
gauze when it soaks through.” He sounds as mystified
as Kat feels. She nods her ascent and makes her way
back to the waiting room and her impatient mother.
“I don’t know what you think you’re trying to pull,”
she hisses as they make their way back to the van. She’s
got a pink house robe on that she keeps clutching to her
chest as she looks around, afraid someone will see them.
Her other hand is clutching Kat’s arm, nails pressing in
hard enough to hurt. It’ll leave bruises. “What must
those people think of us, back here two days in a row
like this? I’ll not have you pulling stunts for attention.”
Kat ignores her hissing the whole way back home.
Instead, she watches in the side mirror as a small spot of
red appears in the center of her gauze, spreading slowly.
“I thought you went to the hospital,” Li says when
Kat joins her at the end of the driveway a few hours
later.
“I did,” Kat says. “Didn’t stick, I guess.” She’s
already had to change the gauze once since coming
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home. It’s like her wound doesn’t want to be covered up
or something.
“Are you sure we should go to school? I’m okay
with skipping again.” Li pushes her hair behind her ear.
Her eyeliner is smudged at the corners, makes her eyes
seem narrower. Her lip gloss is a sticky peach.
“It’s fine.”
Kat didn’t put any effort into her outfit today, didn’t
even bother brushing her hair. She already looks a mess
with the gauze taped to her mouth. The kids in the hall
stare at her and whisper as they walk by, but she just
can’t bring herself to give a single fuck. It’s not like any
of their opinions matter to her whatsoever. She’ll be
graduating in a few months, then she’ll never have to
interact with them again.
Jonah Ross is waiting by her locker. He grins when
he sees her, adjusts his stance so she can see his muscles
through his letterman jacket. “Get up to some trouble,
kitty cat?” he asks in his drawling accent. He reaches
out to hook a finger in Kat’s waistband, trying to pull
her closer. All Kat can see when she looks at him is his
blatant hunger.
“Fuck off,” Kat mumbles as she pulls away. Jonah’s
been trying to bend her over since sophomore year. He
only wants her because she won’t let him have it, and
everyone knows. He’s the reason half the nasty rumors
about her even spread around town in the first place.
“I’ll see you at lunch,” she says to Li. She can’t deal
with this right now.
The day doesn’t get any better. Kat gets sent to the
nurse’s office twice by two separate dismayed teachers
because she forgets to change her gauze. Her classmates
stare at her with horror mixed with glee as she continues
to bleed. Li’s a comforting presence at the lunch table,
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but it’s little good when people keep coming over to
gawk at her and ask inane questions she can’t answer.
Melissa Parker corners her after last period, blocking
her escape from the classroom. “I heard you’ve been
bleeding for two days,” Melissa says. Her skirt goes past
her knees and she’s got socks that go all the way up to
meet it, leaving no gap to show any skin. The cross at
her neck is shiny and gold and Kat knows she wears it
with more devoutness than her mother does.
“So?” Kat asks. Li is probably already at their
lockers.
“You should come talk to the Reverend,” Melissa
says. “I think this might be a sign from God.”
Kat looks at Melissa. “Are you serious?”
“I’m going to tell him about it after school, and I’m
sure he’d love to talk to you.”
“You’ve got to be fucking kidding me.” Kat pushes
past Melissa, ignores her shouts about Jesus and
miracles, ignores the stares she’s getting from people
who have heard about her throughout the day. More
rumors.
Li is waiting at their lockers, texting someone. She
looks up and smiles at Kat, one crooked canine peeking
out past her bottom lip. Kat feels a painful throb in her
mouth.
“Let’s go.”
Nothing about the next few days feels any more
normal. People in town stare at her and whisper when
she walks Suzie to the small public library that threatens
to go under every other year. Suzie doesn’t notice them,
doesn’t seem to notice anything’s different about Kat at
all. She’s happy to skip along, hopping over cracks and
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grass while she signs to Kat any stray thought that
breezes through her mind.
Kat feels their stares like a physical thing, sliding
down her skin with more presence than the blood that
keeps dripping. She tenses up anytime someone opens
their mouth around her.
People seem to have three theories about Kat: that
she’s some sort medical marvel that has doctors
confounded, that she’s been touched by the Lord, or that
she’s faking it by hurting herself for attention. Dr. Carl
called to tell her the results that came in were all normal
and he’d like her in for more, but Kat couldn’t be
bothered to actually do it. It’ll either stop on its own or
it won’t. Simple as that.
Someone from school—Kat suspects that Melissa
Parker bitch—posted about her online on some stupid
Christ blog, so more people come to town to try to gawk
at
her.
There
are
people
in
front
of
her neighborhood with signs and cameras, waiting to
catch a glimpse of the mysterious ‘girl who bleeds.’
There’s even some man who grabs her as Kat and Li
are walking home from school. He tries to touch her
mouth and Kat flips out, punching him and yelling until
people start coming out of their houses to stare.
“I just wanted to see!” the man shouts, cowering
away from the gathering crowd. “If I get her blood on
me, I’ll be healed! I’ll be anointed!”
Someone had obviously called the cops since they
show up then, lights flashing and sirens blaring. Kat and
Li get out of there before they’re detained and
questioned about some crazy dude’s rambling. Neither
of them want to deal with it, especially not with the
other Jesus freaks starting to make their way over to join
the commotion.
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“Girls bleed all the time,” Li says from the couch
later. She’s got Suzie in her lap, braiding her hair while
they watch another nature documentary. “You don’t see
people freaking out about that.” Kat doesn’t want to
leave the house and run into any of those people again
and Li’s been good enough to come over to hang out
instead.
“I guess they only care when it doesn’t come from
your cunt.”
Li laughs and signs for Suzie when she waves her
curiosity. “You shouldn’t swear around the kid,” she
says, even as she signs to Suzie what Kat said. Suzie
grins, uncomprehending.
“Not like she doesn’t see worse with these fucking
shows she’s always watching,” Kat grumbles. On the
television, a shark is ripping a seal apart, blood
spreading cloudy in the water. A shark would be able to
smell her from a mile away, Kat thinks.
“Nature documentaries are important for developing
minds,” Li says mildly. She props her chin on top of
Suzie’s head to watch along once she finishes the braid.
Kat can’t help but watch Li instead of the screen.
She’s signing with Suzie even as they watch the
documentary. Li was the only one of Kat’s friends who
learned sign language when Suzie had her accident and
lost the majority of her hearing. Everyone else just
hovered around awkwardly, unsure what to do. When
Kat asked why Li had done it, Li rolled her eyes and
said Suzie deserved to have a lot of people to talk to.
It’d be too boring to only have her family’s voices all
the time.
That was the day Kat realized how different Li was
to everyone else. She cared. She was funny and smart
and pretty and she gave so much of a shit while Kat
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usually felt hollow with indifference, like the world
could end and it wouldn’t even matter.
“You should probably change the dressing, Kats. It’s
dripping.” Li’s voice pulls Kat out of her thoughts.
She’s peering over Suzie’s head at Kat, making a silly
face that makes Kat’s heart lurch hard once. “You’ve
already ruined enough shirts to last a lifetime, right?”
Her eyeliner has gathered unattractively in the
corners of her eyes, and the gloss is all gone from her
lips, leaving them chapped and slightly cracked. Li
usually worries what other people perceive, that they’re
staring at her, but she’s never minded Kat seeing all the
different sides of her. Kat’s never minded looking.
She always wants to be looking.
“Oh.” The word escapes Kat’s mouth before she can
catch it and hide it away.
Li tilts her head. “You okay?”
“I’m good.” Kat gets up and goes up the stairs to
where she’s left her supplies. She ignores them, peels
the tape away from the gauze and pulls it away from her
mouth.
The gash is gone, just a smear of red left behind in its
place.
Kat touches her lip, prods at it with her tongue, but
there’s nothing there. She smiles at herself in the mirror,
notes the soft flush that spreads over her cheeks, the
new light that twinkles in the depth of her eyes, the way
her brown hair looks shinier than usual.
“Well, then.”
“Everything going okay up there?” Li’s voice drifts
up the stairs. Suzie’s giggle is a faint melody under her
words and Kat wonders what they’re doing to cause that
happy sound. Her heart pounds quickly at the sound of
them.
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Kat switches off the light in the bathroom and heads
down the stairs, gripping the banister tightly as she goes.
“Everything’s okay.”
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Mo was late for her shift at the Haile Selassie Coffee
Bar on 7th but nobody cared. It was just Emily and the
regulars. And one new customer in a booth, flipping
through the menu: attractive, young, decent shirt and
shoes.
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“Don’t you be looking him over like that,” said
Emily.
“Like what?” laughed Mo.
“He’s a bluebottle,” Emily yawned.
“A bluebottle?”
“Like the fly: a bluebottle. A drone pilot, sits in the
cop shop basement with a VR helmet on his head
peering through the steamy windows while you shower,
looks down your top when you’re waiting for the bus.”
“How do you know what he is?”
“Never mind how I know. Just keep your distance.
Bluebottles: dirty perverts; stalkers; rapists.”
“Have you taken his order yet?”
“No.”
“How’s your Mom?”
“They upped her dose. Costs a little more but she
slept through the night.”
“Well that’s good, right?” said Mo.
“Sure,” said Emily. “See you tomorrow.”
Mo grabbed a pen and a notepad. By the time she
was at the bluebottle’s booth Emily was looking back at
her from the open door.
“Dirty, dirty bluebottle” she mouthed and was gone.
The door swung shut.
“How are you doing today?” Mo asked and he
smiled.
“Good,” he said, “yourself?”
“I’m fine, thanks,” said Mo. “You ready to order?”
“What’s your accent?”
“Generic refugee,” said Mo. “Bit French, bit London,
bit Arabic, mostly just the Camps.”
“Really?” the smile again. “You’re a DP? It sounds
so sophisticated.”
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“Was a Displaced Person,” said Mo. “This is home
now.”
“Well,” said the man. “We’re lucky to have you.”
“Are you ready to order?” asked Mo.
She woke up late, had a quick shower –the water was
brown and sulfurous again, washed the dishes in the
sink, and grabbed an apple for the road. Her mom had
left the TV on. A man was standing in front of a chart
showing a precipitous increase. He was talking about
the Dow.
“TV off!” she shouted. Nothing happened.
“TV off!”
“Fuck it,” she said and was out the door.
Charlie and Sam were on the steps smoking weed.
“Hey, Mo, what’s up?”
“Late for class,” she said.
A long, multi-jointed city bus snaked its way down
the street.
“Don’t go, Mo, you work too hard. Stay home and
get high,” Sam held out the doobie.
“Work is hope, guys, hope is work,” she said but
took a quick hit.
The bus was almost at her stop.
“Stay home,” said Sam. “We miss you. We can
watch some movies. Charlie can cook us up something
good to eat. Be like old times.”
She held in the smoke, shook her head, handed
Charlie the joint: “Gotta go!”
She exhaled and leaped down the steps. The bus
slithered to a halt. It had recognized her and was waiting
but she ran anyways, bursting through the doors as they
opened. It was a quarter full, people scattered down its
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length, leaning against windows, staring at phones,
listening to music, half asleep. The bus hissed forward
and she swung onto a seat. Outside the tenements and
the apartments slipped past, the parked cars and the
pedestrians. The drones circulated against the backdrop
of the sky. A block later the bus climbed the onramp to
the raised highway. It picked up speed. Soon they were
high above the sprawl and heading towards the hills. It
was a sunny day, not a cloud in sight. There was a
stretch of forest between the township and the research
and business zone, a wide alley had been cut through the
trees for the power lines, and there were a few
maintenance roads, but to Mo it was a wilderness. She
knew there were deserted coal mines down there, and
gravel pits, and old fracking wellheads, but she
imagined it as an arcadia of wildflowers and sun
dappled glades, populated only by deer and raccoons
and squirrels. Emily’s uncles and cousins still hunted in
there, as people from these parts had been doing for
generations. She’d brought some venison sausage to
work once and laughed at Mo’s wide-eyed delight. The
sunlight shone through everything, it was liquid,
dripping down the bus windows, splashing on to the
cars and trucks speeding along beside, the concrete
abutments and corrugated steel barriers were aglow, the
trees below a seething chaos of green.
The last class of the day was Compulsory
Humanities. Dr. Price was trying to get them to talk
about a short story. No one disliked her, she was sweet
and generous, even a favorite, but this was a technical
college and no one cared about anything except getting
a job. Dr. Price had tried to flatter their practical minds
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with science fiction but there was no science in the story
she had chosen.
“What does it mean to be equal?” Dr. Price asked.
Students stared out windows, at their hands, at the floor,
at the “Work is Hope/Hope is Work” banner over the
white board. Mo finally stuck her arm up.
“Mo?” Dr. Price smiled.
“According to this story,” Mo said. “Equality means
everybody has the same skills, the same abilities, and
the government tries to ensure equality with technology,
but that isn’t how things work in real life.”
“Go on,” Dr. Price smiled again. “How is it in real
life?”
“In real life,” said Mo, “inequality has nothing to do
with skills or abilities…”
The bell rang and the students immediately began
gathering their books and pushing chairs back.
“Mo,” Dr. Price said over the din. “Could I have a
minute?”
“I have a bus to catch, Dr. Price, I have to get to
work.”
“This is important, and it won’t take long.”
“OK.”
“I don’t know what I’d do without you in this class,”
Dr. Price said when they were alone. “The other
students are great kids, some are really very sharp, but
they just aren’t interested in critical thinking.”
Mo waited.
“You are an excellent student, Mo,” said Dr. Price.
“Thank you,” said Mo. If she missed the first bus she
would be twenty minutes late, if she missed the second,
an hour.
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“But the comptroller’s office informed me your
account is in arrears and I have to cancel your
enrollment in this class.”
Mo said nothing.
“You need this class to graduate,” said Dr. Price.
“Yes, Dr. Price,” said Mo.
“I have a proposal,” said Dr. Price. “It would be a
pity to lose such a promising student and I have a small
teaching grant, not much, but if you were to help me
with my grading and evaluation in other classes we
could use it top up your account with the college. It
would just be an hour or two of your time once a week.
Would you be interested in that?”
“Yes, Dr. Price.”
“Good. I’ll have the monies transferred to your
account.”
“Thank you, Dr. Price.”
“And we begin next week?”
“Yes, Dr. Price.”
“And Mo,”—the smile again—”What were you
going to say? Before the bell interrupted you? About
inequality?”
“I forget, Dr. Price.”
“I don’t believe you,” she laughed. “We’re
colleagues now, we can talk to each other honestly, and
I’m curious what you think.”
“I really can’t remember, Dr. Price,” Mo said. “And
my bus, I’ll be late for my job.”
“Oh! Your job! I’m so sorry, of course, run along.”
Mo’s mother was irritated. They were at the old
folks’ home stripping sheets from a bed. The room’s
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occupant, Mrs. Hatcher, was perched on her chair,
staring out the window at the sweep of the lawn.
“You should be concentrating on your studies, not
picking up more jobs. We don’t need a bump up.
Between this and the coffee shop and the government
payments we’re fine.”
“We’re not fine, Mom, I need that course.”
“Compulsory Humanities,” her mom was disgusted.
Mo shrugged and threw the fitted sheet onto the
mattress.
“I guess I’ll pick up your shifts,” said her mom.
“I’ll keep working them. You’re already worn out.
It’s just a couple of extra hours a week and it looks good
on a resume. And they’re paying me for it.”
The clean sheets cracked as her mother shook them
out.
“They aren’t. You’ll never see any of that money.
They’ll move it from one of their accounts to another
and you’ll never get a sniff of it. Mrs. Hatcher likes the
blue quilt on top. There, by the side table.”
“It’s not like that. Dr. Price is doing me a favor.”
The shift boss stuck his head in the door as they
straightened out the quilt.
“She’s getting you to do her work for her,” said her
mom.
“Less chatter, more work,” said Mr. Farley and
glanced at Mrs. Hatcher. “What’s she doing in here?
Residents are supposed to be in the rec room. It’s bingo
night.”
“Mrs. Hatcher doesn’t like crowds,” said Mo’s mom.
“How would you know? Did she tell you?”
“She likes to stay in here and watch the sunset, Mr.
Farley.”
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“I don’t care what you think she likes or doesn’t like.
No residents during clean up.”
“I’ll take her,” Mo’s mother said to her. “You start
the next room.”
Mo brushed past Farley.
“Come on, Mrs. Hatcher,” her mom said, “time to
visit with your friends.”
The bluebottle’s name was Connor and he liked the
whole shebang. Mo would light the burner at the table,
roast the beans, grind them in the mortar and pestle, sit
with him while the water boiled, test the brew until it
was ready to pour.
“How come it’s always jazz?” he asked. “How come
never Bob Marley?”
“It’s not that kind of Haile Selassie.”
“There’s more than one kind?”
“This is an upscale establishment. We value
respectability.”
“You value fat wallets.”
“Haile Selassie Coffee Bar and Associated Services
doesn’t care about fat wallets. Haile Selassie Coffee Bar
takes great pride in offering its clientele an authentic
precolonial Abyssinian experience.”
“You’re very clever, Mo, so very clever. What’s
such a clever girl as you doing working in a place like
this?”
“Paying the bills.”
“What bills? I watch the news. You DPs get your
Universal Basic Income just like everyone else.”
“Not just like everyone else. Homeland Security
need their cut, and the immigration lawyers, plus
resident aliens pay an extra fee to the borough for the
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pleasure of living in a building with bad water and
intermittent electricity, our insurance fees are not
subsidized, nor my college tuition. The banks charge
extra processing fees to clients who are not citizens and
lend only at exorbitant rates. And every month we
transfer funds to my brother in Tangiers, cousins in the
Italian Camps, an aunt in Miami. Without that money
they might not eat.”
“Ok,” laughed Connor. “I get it, I get it.”
“So few of you people do.”
“So few of which people?” asked Connor sharply.
“Citizens,” said Mo. “Usually they just tell me to be
grateful for my UBI or go back to where ever it is I’m
from. Go back to the Camps.”
“Well you can’t blame them, can you? It’s their tax
money.”
“I wasn’t blaming, I was describing.”
When Mo got back to the counter Emily asked what
she had said to the bluebottle.
“Nothing,” she said.
“He looks like you filled his cup with cat piss.”
“No piss: just coffee.”
“Be careful with that guy,” Emily said. “I mean it.
You can’t trust a cop.”
“Even one that’s crushing on you?”
“Especially those,” said Emily.
Sometimes Mo played checkers in the park with the
old men. Her favorite was João, who let her win
occasionally, and told her stories about faraway places,
about a golden past, about the early days after a
revolution, when he was a child. All he remembered
was dancing and singing, people working in the fields,
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the flash of hoes and machetes, Cubans in their olive
uniforms, brutalist architecture in shining cities, the
smell of diesel and cow shit and frying dough.
She rolled him cigarettes between games.
“There were terrible things before that time,” he
laughed, “and after. During too, maybe, but I can’t
recall, it was a long time ago and all I recall is never
being too hungry, never too sick. Like you now, maybe,
like these people here.”
There was always music in the park, someone
playing a trumpet or a guitar, kids dancing to the hits,
working out their moves. And on the basketball court
was an eternal game, players came and went but the
drumming of the feet never stopped, the slapping of the
ball against the concrete, the hiccup of the backboard,
back and forth, back and forth, the trash talk and the
jeers and the cheers, players came and went, the game
never stopped.
Emily’s brother Rick came by to pick her up. Their
mom was in the hospital. He was scrawny with bad
teeth, the twisted ropes of his arms were covered with
fading tattoos, and his eyes glittered.
“You the one that’s in love with the pig?” he asked
Mo.
“That’s no way to talk,” said Mo.
“It’s the pig that’s in love with her,” said Emily.
Mo tut-tutted and they laughed at her.
“He grew up down the way from us, you know,” said
Rick. “Was always standoffish, always acted like he
was better than where he was from.”
“Nothing wrong with a little ambition,” Mo said.
“Don’t you have any ambition?”
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Rick looked her up and down.
“Not so much as him,” he said.
Dr. Price invited Mo to a working supper at her
home. They sat at the table grading essays and
comparing notes while her husband Gerald cooked what
he called a Bolognese. Mo missed a shift at the nursing
home for the occasion but she told herself that
technically she was getting paid. It was an hour past the
college on the bus, up in the hills, not quite to the big
houses at their crowns, but close enough she felt
nervous. She couldn’t see them but knew they were
there: just beyond her sight, massive, influential, like
distant planets, like Jupiter and Saturn. She was
followed by a drone on the short walk from the bus stop
to the Dr. Price’s apartment, the thin hum of rotors
trailing after her, but she couldn’t see it the dark sky.
“How lovely you could make it!” Dr. Price said
when she opened the door. As she was showed around
the modestly furnished rooms Mo’s nerves settled.
There were a few art pieces on the wall, some travel
tokens, and a cat asleep on the couch. Everything was in
its place. Gerald too, understood his role perfectly, and
talked to them briefly from the kitchen before letting
them get to work. He looked like his wife:
indeterminately young, understated clothes neatly
pressed, good shoes, moderately expensive glasses, well
moisturized skin.
At dinner he kept their wine glasses filled and
explained to Mo that Dr. Price was only working until
he finished his novel and then, if that didn’t generate a
big enough bump to their UBI, he’d return to the
classroom and she would take her shot at the fiction
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market. He told stories about the radicalism of his
youth, poetry slams, his first graduate school flirtations
with Dr. Price. He told her the name of the firm that
managed their UBI for them, and their other earnings.
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“You can’t trust the government contractors that
distribute the payments,” he said. “They are as crooked
as hell. Give our people a call. Ask for Lyle. For a small
fee he takes care of everything. You don’t have to count
your pennies like some sad irredeemable. We hardly
have to think about money at all anymore.”
Mo fell asleep on the way home, having refused the
ride Gerald offered, and woke to find the bus parked at
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her stop, empty, a long tube of white light and stain
proof fabric. She stumbled out the door into the muggy
night and it slid away. When it was gone the frogs
started up, and she could hear the mosquito hum of the
drones on their endless circumambulations. An almost
subliminal humping bass line suggested a quiet party
nearby. There were still plenty of lights on, including at
Sam and Charlie’s. She paused on the apartment steps
and peered in their window, thinking about joining them
for a toke or two before bed. Charlie was on the couch
smoking a fat joint, he turned his head as Sam walked
into the room wearing nothing but briefs. She could see
him through the cotton, thick and semi-turgid. Charlie
must have said something, because as he reached for the
joint Sam laughed.
Mo’s mom was making a chicken stew and watching
her preachers.
“Smells fantastic,” Mo grabbed a spoon.
“Get out of there!” her mom said. “Greedy child!”
“… they think more of gold and silver than their
God…” said the man on the TV.
“Get yourself a bowl,” her mom gave her a smack.
“No time, Ma,” it scalded the roof of Mo’s mouth
but she took another spoonful. “Got to go to work, got
to go to work.”
“There is time for one bowl.”
“… the trumpet of the Christian jubilee…” said the
man.
“No time, no time.”
“Just one bowl!”
“… a blast so loud and dread…”
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Mo was out the door and down the steps. Some kids
across the street were in their Sunday best. An old man
in a blinding white shirt was waiting at the bus stop,
brown leather bible in his hand. In the blue sky the
drones glittered like shards of glass.
Mo woke up with a start.
Connor was leaning over her.
“Hey, you ok?”
“What?” she was at the counter. No one else was
there.
“You were asleep,” said Connor.
Mo wiped some drool away from her mouth.
“Oh my goodness,” she said.
“Why don’t you lock up and go home? It’s not safe,
falling asleep like that with the door open.”
“I can’t,” said Mo. “I can’t lose the shift.”
“Come on,” said Connor. “Lock up and I’ll walk you
home.”
“I promised Emily I’d cover for her,” said Mo.
“There’s no customers.”
Mo glanced at the clock.
“The night shift at the organ farm is nearly over.
There’s a couple of guys that always stop by.”
“They’ll be ok with Starbucks for a change.”
“I need the money.”
“No you don’t.”
“I need the money.”
“OK, but I’m staying here until the end of your
shift.”
“Don’t be silly.”
“I’m staying.”
“OK,” said Mo. “Fine. Some coffee? The usual?”
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“Sure,” said Connor, “the usual.”
Mo was playing checkers with João when she saw
Rick. He was by the basketball courts talking to some of
the players. The conversation looked heated. A few
pushes were exchanged and a drone was suddenly
hovering just above their heads. They all separated and
Rick, looking around, saw her. He nodded and
wandered off. After João beat her she found Rick on a
bench, arms crossed, watching a kid keep a soccer ball
in the air.
“I hadn’t pegged you for a basketball player,” Mo
said.
“I hadn’t pegged you for a narc.”
“A narc?”
“Yeah: a rat, a snitch.”
“What are you talking about?”
“Spying on me in the park for your pig boyfriend.”
“Don’t be stupid. I’m just trying to be friendly.”
“Why?”
“I don’t know. I love Emily. You’re her brother.”
“You don’t love Emily. You don’t know her. You’re
a fucking DP.”
“What does that have to do with it?”
“You don’t know what it means to be born here, in
these hills, to have roots here, you don’t know what it’s
like to come from a family that spent generations in the
mines and the foundries making this country rich, you
don’t know what it’s like to be forced to share what
little is left with a bunch of fucking freeloaders.”
Dr. Price stopped Mo in the hall.
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“Where’ve you been?”
“I’ve had to work extra shifts.”
“You’re falling behind, Mo, and you owe me
grading.”
“I know, I’m sorry, I had to help out a friend at
work.”
“I’m sure that’s very admirable,” said Dr. Price. “But
you need to think about your future, and helping out a
coworker in a nursing home may help you feel good
about yourself today, but it can hurt you tomorrow.”
“The coffee shop.”
“What?”
“It was a coworker at the coffee shop.”
“It doesn’t matter. They’re both dead end jobs. Don’t
waste your talent, Mo. Don’t blow this opportunity.”
“You’re right, Dr. Price. I’ll try harder to stay
focused on what really matters.”
“So I’ll see you in class tomorrow?”
“Yes, Dr. Price.”
“And we can stay a little later and get those papers
graded?”
“Yes, Dr. Price.”
“Great, see you then,” and she turned to leave.
“OK,” said Mo. She would have to cancel the shift at
the nursing home. Her mom would be furious.
“Oh, and Mo!” Dr. Price looked back. “Gerald said
to say ‘Hi’!”
“‘Hi’ to him too,” said Mo.
Connor was watching her grade papers.
“I thought you were going to school to learn how to
code,” he said, “why you wasting your time with this
literary bullshit.”
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“Dollars.”
“They pay you per paper?”
“No,” said Mo. “They just knock a little off my
tuition.”
Connor snorted.
Mo worked in silence until a couple came in. When
she had them settled and was back to the counter she
was too tired to grade.
“Did you grow up in the same neighborhood as
Emily?” she asked Connor.
“Yeah,” he said. “I ran with her older brother. She
thinks I don’t remember her, but I do. I came in here
because I saw her working and felt nostalgic but she
pretended like she didn’t know me so I played along.”
“You always want to be a cop?”
“I’m not a cop. I’m an independent contractor. They
pay me to fly drones but I don’t arrest people or
anything like that.”
“So you didn’t want to be a cop?”
“Hell no, I just knew I wanted to be something more
than a basic income troglodyte. I joined the army, got
some skills, and put them on the market when I left. I’d
be just as happy working security for some corporation
as I am doing this shit.”
“Are those your drones over the park?”
“Some of them.”
“You ever see me there?”
“Sometimes.”
“That’s creepy. Do you follow me around?”
“No.”
“Do you see me playing checkers with João?”
“I’m uncomfortable with this discussion, Mo.”
“Did you see Emily’s brother there last weekend?”
“I don’t know.”
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“By the basketball courts?”
“Couldn’t say.”
“What was he up to?”
“Christ, Mo, I can’t talk about this stuff to you.”
“Is he a drug dealer?” Mo asked. “A loan shark? A
bookie? A pimp?”
“He’s just a punk, a harmless scumbag, an
irredeemable.”
Emily was crying to Mo over the phone.
“They have my mom on life support,” she said.
“She’s brain dead but it’s illegal for them to turn off the
machines.”
“Does her UBI cover the cost?” Mo asked.
“Only about half,” said Emily. “They’re going to
garnish my wages.”
“For how long will they keep her alive?”
“As long as they can. My Auntie Misty has been in
storage at the deadhead warehouse for seven years.
Nobody has seen the body for five but they keep getting
the bills.”
“What are you going to do?”
“I don’t know. Get another job, I guess. Rick isn’t
helping. He’s just talking about all kinds of crazy
schemes, growing weed in the woods, blackmailing
people. He’s talking about shooting cops. I’m scared
he’s going to do something stupid. I can’t stand the
thought of losing him, I can’t stand it. He’s all I have
left.”
Mo nodded off in class a couple of times but she still
managed to answer a few of Dr. Price’s questions. Then
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they commandeered a table in the cafeteria and had a
light supper while they worked. Dr. Price was upset at
Gerald, something to do with investments or retirement
plans or long term savings. Mo was too tired to think it
through, to make sense of Dr. Price’s irritation, but she
did know whatever didn’t get graded at school was
coming home with her.
Her mom had mercy on her when she got to the
nursing home. They found an empty room with a
stripped bed where Mo could sleep through her shift.
She passed out almost as soon as her head hit the
mattress and only woke once in the pitch black, and
again when an old lady opened the door and peered in.
“Maria?” the old lady called. “Maria? You in there?”
Then the door clicked shut and all was delicious
darkness.
When her mom finally shook her awake she was
overwhelmed by memory: early morning in the Camps,
the smell of wood smoke, diesel, human shit; falling
asleep on a crowded bus, her head on her mother’s lap;
the exhausted fluorescent lighting of late night airport
lounges and detention centers; the sound of her mom in
the kitchen getting ready for work.
“Time to go, baby,” said her mom and Mo felt like
crying.
Rick kept showing up at the park and watching her
from a distance as she played checkers with João. One
week João talked about slave rebellions and colonial
wars, about magic that made freedom fighters bullet
proof and weed that made them invisible. Another week
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he told her about studying engineering in the USSR,
about how cold it got, about relationships with local
women and racist beatings. For a while he was obsessed
with AK-47s. He described them in precise detail, told
her how to clean one, maintain it, love it. He compared
the Chinese to the Russian. He described the sound of
them firing; the feel; the smell. He sang songs in
Portuguese about the AK-47, in Shona.
Emily was washed out and thin. She worked all day
at the organ farm and then crossed the street to the Haile
Selassie. Rick was gone. She didn’t know where.
Someone said they’d seen him on the outskirts of town,
lurking in the trees on the other side of the sewage
treatment plant.
Connor no longer ordered the full shebang. He sat at
the counter drinking espresso, telling Mo how much
more money he was making now that he had upgraded
his drone fleet. Telling her he could see through walls,
into vehicles, into the forest. He told her how lonely he
was and how lonely she seemed.
Dr. Price was very unhappy in her marriage. Mo
graded papers at school, at the coffee shop, in nursing
home custodial closets while her mother did her work.
One night Rick was waiting for Mo in the shadows
near the coffee shop. He stepped out of the darkness and
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grabbed her arm but she was too exhausted to be
alarmed.
“Come with me to the hills,” he said.
She looked at him blankly and he let go of her.
“We can start again. We’ll vanish. We can disappear
up there. We can dissolve in the fog, in the acid fog. No
one will find us. No one will see us.”
“Go home, Rick,” said Mo. “Go home to Emily, she
misses you, she loves you.”
“We can start again,” he said. “We can build a new
Jerusalem in the wilderness.”
“I’m too tired, Rick,” said Mo. “I’m too tired to start
again. I have to keep going. I have to keep going in the
direction I’m going.”
Up above they heard the hum of drones. They could
feel eyes crawling over their shoulders like ticks,
crawling through their hair, getting under their skin.
“Go home,” said Mo. “Call Emily, she loves you.”
She had forgotten to set the alarm and was woken by
the phone. She let it ring. It was Dr. Price. She couldn’t
cope with that disappointed voice. She would listen to
the message on the bus. Quick shower, breakfast, Mom
had left the TV on again. The man was excited about
growth. Something was increasing, inflating: coltan
reserves in the Congo, floating boomtowns in the
Spratleys. Sam and Charlie were getting stoned on the
steps: “Stay! Relax! Unwind!”
“Gotta go to work! Gotta go to school! Gotta get
free!”
The bus snaked down the hill. The bus waited. The
bus climbed the ramp. She fell asleep against the
window. She was walking through the forest, through
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the hills. The shuddering canopy obscured the sky. The
detritus of ages covered the ground. A foot and a half of
rotting leaves, scuttling beetles, rodent bones and deer
skulls, fallen trees alive with ants and lichen, grey rocks
stained with rust. She made her way up the slope,
towards sunlight, the blue sky. The air quivered with the
screams of the cicadas. In a clearing there was a
structure, a constellation of thick metal pipes, massive
bolts, welding scars, splitting seams. She smelled gas, it
coated her tongue, burned her eyes. There were flies
everywhere, glittering in the sunshine, a spinning cloud
of bluebottles with a million dazzling eyes. She looked
up and saw, far above her, the concrete underbelly of
the highway, a massive bridge that reached from
horizon to horizon. Driverless cars and trucks rushed
along it, back and forth, back and forth, the white bus
rushed along, back and forth, a scurrying centipede
carrying her sleeping body inside it, she was rocking
back and forth as it hissed along, she slept, her head on
her mother’s lap, her mother’s hands in her hair, her
mother singing her a song, a song about the future, her
mother sang in Portuguese, her mother sang in Shona,
her mother sang her a song about a revolution.
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The child sits on a rock and weaves a daisy chain. She’s
reading aloud from one of the leather-bound books that
make up the majority of her possessions, her voice
ringing bright and loud. The two women—one broad
and past middle age and the other slightly younger,
taller and slimmer but no less battle-scarred—bicker as
they work side by side, packing up their campsite.
“Well, she seems in good spirits,” Amet says, with a
nod to the child and, her voice dropping even quieter—
Hella, not for the first time, marvels at the inversely
proportionate relationship between volume and
venom—“for a child sacrifice.”
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Hella sighs, “We’ve been over this. We’re just—”
“Delivery boys? As if being mercenaries wasn’t
sinking low enough!” Amet’s dishwashing is always
fast and loud but today it sounds like a symphony
composed exclusively of cymbalists.
“Skilled professionals for hire, at very affordable
rates,” Hella corrects her patiently. “And we’re just
doing our job, just like any other. The Brothers have
paid us to escort the girl to her destination and that’s
what we’re going to do. It’s not like we haven’t made
orphans of plenty of kids like her and I haven’t heard
you say a word about it. Here we are just playing
honour guard to the little thing and you’ve got
complaints.”
“It is different. And you know it.”
“Yeah, it’s different ’cause it’s better paying! It’s a
bloody miracle and if it weren’t for this job we’d never
earn enough for the airship fare in time. You want to
miss Alex’s wedding?”
Amet doesn’t answer and packs up the last of the
dishes with the lovely lines of her face set stubborn and
tight. Hella, having gotten the last word in, finishes
strapping the saddlebags on.
The child—who is, according to the monks who
entrusted her to Hella and Amet’s professional care,
nameless—runs up and reaches with spindly arms to
drape a flower crown on Hella’s greying close-cropped
head. Hella swallows hard and avoids Amet’s eyes. She
gently swings the child up onto the horse behind Amet,
and then expertly mounts her own horse.
The argument is resumed in whispered bits and
pieces once the child is lulled to sleep by the rhythm of
the horses.
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Hella, knowing that Amet will pounce on her
sentimentality but also unwilling to take the flower
crown off, adopts the best defence, and hastily accuses
Amet of being disrespectful of the girl’s culture.
Amet snorts. And not the gentle warm snort of
laughter Hella is usually treated to, no, this is in the
same icily dismissive category as the snort she saves for
clients who try to weasel out of their fees.
Hella is stung but she’s already committed to this
line of attack. “Anyway,” she says, fighting dirty like
she always does, “she’s been well fed and taken care of.
Hell, the old boys in that monastery even taught her to
read, which is a fair sight better than that noble family
of yours did for you.”
Amet whirls around—but then turns back to the road
and doesn’t say anything at all. Snaps her mouth shut
like a turtle. Which, from long experience, Hella knows
is because whatever retort Amet thought of was too
scorchingly vicious and she decided to let Hella live.
It doesn’t take Hella long to think of it herself and
when she does she laughs. “Yeah, yeah, what do I
know? I’m just the misbegotten bastard of a second-rate
war lord, cast out to fend for myself when I was littler
than that one, wouldn’t know a proper standard of
childcare if it bit me in the arse, and unlike you I still
can’t read, is that it?”
“I didn’t say that,” Amet says primly, but her eyes
soften.
“Uh huh, but you thought somethin’ like it,
dearheart,” Hella says, her weathered features cracking
into a grin. “And yet it seems like I did just fine raising
Alex, hmm?”
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“Yes, you did,” Amet admits, and the corners of her
mouth tug up and then quickly smooth in her patented
blink-and-you’ll-miss-it smile. Hella never blinks.
“We did,” Hella counters, and adds, “I miss him too
but we’re rather too old to raise another little one.”
“Oh, so you think it’s just an empty nest that’s
bothering me, not that we’re delivering a helpless
innocent to be devoured by some monster?”
Amet’s voice has gone quiet again and Hella sighs
and braces herself for the renewed ice storm.
Except then Amet’s voice drops even lower and she
says, continuing to look straight ahead, “Company. At
your two o’ clock.”
Hella’s spine stiffens and her hand slides to her
sword hilt. Her eyes shift cautiously to her right and she
counts four bulky shapes in the deeper shadows of the
woods. She purses her lips, “Hmmph.”
Amet whispers teasingly out of the corner of her
mouth, “Blasted mercenaries.”
Hella nods and her eyes crinkle at their own private
self-deprecatory joke.
They continue to canter forward down the broad dirt
road, deliberately casual as both grip their swords. Hella
edges her horse into the lead and Amet angles her body
just slightly to shield the child.
Amet says what they’re both thinking, “We’re a little
bit screwed if they’ve got archers, dearest.”
But they don’t. Instead it’s clear that they’re
amateurs; they all rush forward at once, waving swords
and clubs clumsily. There are more of them, though,
than Hella had thought—seven in total. Hella and Amet
are both expert swordswomen and mounted while their
opponents are untrained and on foot, but Amet is
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hampered by the child and even by Hella’s standards
seven against two isn’t good odds.
Except it’s not against two, it’s against three.
As Amet and Hella meet their attackers, slashing and
parrying desperately, the child wakes up, and Hella—
whirling in the saddle to stab the buttock of one of the
brigands attacking Amet—sees her blink and then
simply and quickly launch herself from Amet’s grasp
and onto the back of another attacker. The man screams
high and piercing as the child, grinning, gouges her
thumbs into his eye sockets.
After that the fight is over quickly.
Amet is poised and precise, her lineage and its
martial excellence clearly readable in each efficient
clean strike. Hella is a renowned expert in every
shamelessly dishonourable tactic in the book, from the
basics of kicking sand into her opponents’ faces to
sudden rolls and dodges that leave two of them
skewering each other when they had thought to flank
her. But the child—the child is an even dirtier fighter
and she has a decided element of surprise on her side.
She’s wielding two small but superbly sharp blades—
where they came from Hella doesn’t know ’cause she
could have sworn she made a proper inspection of the
child’s property—and has become a child shaped
maelstrom of flashing metal and spurting blood.
When it’s over Hella clasps a hand to the child’s
shoulder. “Well done,” she says warmly. “You’re a little
fiend, aren’t you?”
The child is panting hard but her face when she turns
it up to Hella is, disconcertingly, just the same sweet,
skinny, big brown-eyed picture of innocence that’s got
Amet so fiercely protective. Hella glances up at Amet,
bemused, as the child beams with pleasure at the praise
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and kneels to clean her blades. As she does so, she
admits soberly, “Brother Selin would say my technique
was sloppy.”
Hella and Amet exchange glances. “So,” Amet says
slowly, “Brother Selin trained you in fighting, did he?”
“Mmhm,” the child says, placidly. “All the Brothers
taught us fosterlings something. Brother Selin was my
favourite. He taught Improvisational Tactics, and,” she
adds, grinning at Hella, “he’d’ve liked you.”
Hella grins back and Amet, watching her beloved,
rolls her eyes fondly.
The child continues, a little resentfully, “He didn’t
make me his candidate though, even though he always
said I was his favourite. It was Brother Nalle who did,
because I’m the best at Enunciation and Emotion. That’s
not bragging,” she adds quickly, “cuz he said so himself
when he nominated me.”
“Okaay…” Hella says, and again she and Amet
exchange glances. They both, in silent sync, start
searching the bodies and gathering anything useful from
them, mostly just for the motions of normalcy.
They stay silent and absorbed in their own parallel
thoughts for the rest of the day, riding at an easy canter.
They reach the entrance to the Thorn Wood when the
afternoon light is still warm and golden. By wordless
agreement, they don’t continue but instead make camp
in the last of the golden hay fields.
The child seems to notice their somber mood and
attempts to cheer them up by reading a story from one
of her books to them. Her reading is, indeed, as
suggested by Brother Nalle’s praise, wonderfully clear
and dramatic and the story is full of thrilling heroics and
jaunty villains. When the story is done she looks up
hopefully and Amet and Hella both applaud dutifully.
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She grins, well pleased with herself, and curls up to
sleep by the fire.
As they clean up after dinner, Hella makes an
attempt at jocularity, “Well she seems quite able to
defend herself, eh? Doesn’t need any mother hens
clucking over her.” Which goes over like a lead weight.
Amet snaps, “Capable of defending herself against
bandits, sure. But it’s not bandits that live in that wood,
is it?”
Hella says, “We don’t rightly know what lives in that
wood.” And in response to Amet’s snort, “Yeah, I know
what the rumours say, but that could be all scared
superstitions and fairy tales to keep the kiddos from
wandering.”
Amet shoots Hella a look and asks incredulously,
“You’re going to say that? You? After all the things
we’ve seen?”
Hella’s shoulders bunch up unhappily and she
doesn’t respond, just wraps her arms around Amet.
Amet sags into the embrace and mutters, “It’s just
not right,” into Hella’s hair.
“I know, honey, I know. This whole job freaks me
out too. But what can we do? It ain’t like the child
seems unwilling. And we do need the money.”
Amet bites back her impulse to say that the child is
too young to know anything—knowing already the
exact thrust of Hella’s answering argument about how
young they both were when they started making their
own decisions and dangerous ones at that. She breathes
in deep and admits, “I know we do. And don’t think I
don’t want to see Alex get married just as much as you
do!”
They lapse into silence and unroll their bedroll
before the fire.
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Amet takes first watch as always and sits with her
hand on her sword, staring into the fire, listening to her
beloved’s thunderous snores. Deliberately, she closes
her eyes and allows her breathing to align with Hella’s.
Wills herself to sleep. Maybe the child is willing, maybe
so—or maybe she’s scared and too scared to show it.
Maybe she’d be gone in the morning and that would be
that.
At dawn, when Hella and Amet wake together, the
child is still there and has helped herself to a very large
meal out of their ration packs. Amet bites her lip and
doesn’t meet Hella’s glare of mock outrage. She also
doesn’t reopen the argument.
They turn their horses loose to graze what green they
can find in the summer burnt fields beside the road. The
path into the wood is too narrow and overgrown with
brambles to ride. The horses are battle steeds bonded to
their riders—Hella would salute and wish all the best to
any thief who could lay a hand on them. She leads the
way at first but the child quickly skips ahead, swinging
her satchel of books and humming.
The woods are dark and tangled and dense and the
path grows faint in places and forks and doubles back
on itself but the Brothers’ directions were thorough and
precise and by midday they round one last twist in the
path and reach their destination. It’s a mossy, shadowed
clearing deep in the heart of the forest. At its centre lies
a glimmering dark lake.
“So. This is it, eh?,” Hella asks the child.
“Mmhmm.”
Hella shoots the facial equivalent of a shrug, a
question, and a helpless entreaty all at once to Amet,
who kneels down before the child.
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“You’re quite sure you’re alright then? You’re…
Child, this is where you want to be, right?” Amet asks.
“Oh yes,” the child says. And then adds, “Oh! I’m
sorry, I was supposed to give you this,” and she presses
a small round clay token into Hella’s hand. “It’s to let
the Brothers know that you fulfilled the terms of your
contract, so they’ll give you the second half of your
payment.”
“Oh. Yeah, yeah, that’s great. Thanks,” Hella says
and awkwardly reaches out to ruffle the child’s thick
halo of hair.
Amet asks the child, “May I hug you goodbye, little
one?”
“Oh! Yes, please.” The child’s smile is bright and
happy. Amet’s smile is crumpled in a way that pierces
Hella’s heart through. Hella turns away and Amet
follows.
They get all the way back to the edge of the forest
without speaking. As one they both pause, still in the
shadows of the trees, and look out into the bright sunlit
fields.
Hella says, “Well.”
Amet nods.
“Job done.”
“Yes.”
Neither makes any move towards where their horses
graze.
“Oh! Wolf take me!” Hella swears, patting her
pockets, “I think I must have dropped my knife. My
favourite folding knife that you gave me. Can’t lose
that. We’ll just have to retrace our steps until I find it.”
“Thank you, dear,” Amet says to Hella’s broad back
as she follows her lead back into the heart of the forest.
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Hella pretends not to hear and ostentatiously peers
around and scuffs through the undergrowth.
The woods were dark even before, when tiny slivers
of noonday sun still lanced through the heavy canopy
but now, as they near where they left the child, true dark
is settling down around them. Hella has long since
dropped the pretense of looking for her knife and they
both have their heads down focusing only on forcing
their tired and aching bodies to keep up a steady jog.
When they round the final corner, a pleasant,
positively homey scene greets them. The child has made
camp by the water’s edge and illuminated by the light of
a crackling campfire, they can see her cheerfully
cooking a rack of fish and a rabbit. Hella blinks and a
sigh of relief escapes her, which she quickly turns into a
sarcastic huff. “Well. She looks in terrible peril, doesn’t
she? Could definitely give herself a tummy-ache if she
eats all that at once.”
For a heartbeat, Hella thinks that Amet, the light of
her life, has actually growled at her. And not in a comehither-you-sexy-beast way, either. Before Hella can
even muster her shock into proper outrage, Amet’s hand
grips hers so tight it hurts and she realizes her error. The
growl didn’t come from Amet, it came from the lake.
The surface of the water ripples and distorts.
Something emerges dripping and covered in green
lichen and water weeds. Water sluices off of its massive
monstrous grey stone body as it rises up towering above
the child.
Amet and Hella’s eyes meet and their hands pull
their swords free even as their eyes agree that this is
ridiculous, hopeless, no sword will make that thing
bleed. Their gaze returns to the child and—the child
scrambles to her feet and gives a neat, respectful bow,
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just as she’d given to Amet and Hella when they were
introduced. The child’s clear high voice floats to their
ears and she says, “Greetings Elder Brother, I am yours
to name.”
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The monster’s voice rumbles like a landslide and
gurgles like a whirlpool and neither Hella or Amet can
understand its response but the child laughs and nods.
The monster lowers itself to sit on the bank and reaches
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one enormous finger gently out to the child. The child
swings herself up and its hand becomes a cradle that the
child cheerfully settles herself in. She pulls a book out
of her bag and begins to read; her voice carrying sweet
and clear to Hella and Amet standing frozen in the
shadows, swords still drawn and bodies tensed for
combat. As they watch, the warm glow of the fire lights
the stony expanse of the monster’s face haloing both it
and the child. They watch and watch and watch and
then, finally, they tear themselves away and turn back
down the trail.
Hella’s voice is shaking with adrenaline and relief
but she tries her damndest to sound insufferably smug as
she asks, “What have I always told you? The world is
full of wonders.” And her smirk, for all the wrinkles and
jowls and scars, is exactly the same as thirty-odd years
ago. Amet laughs, with tears in her eyes and, exactly as
she did thirty-odd years ago, punches Hella in the arm.
Hella pulls the clay token from her bag and flips it
through her fingers, crowing triumphantly, “We’re
gonna see that boy of ours married!” Amet begins to
sing a wedding march and both laughing now, they link
arms and keep walking. Behind them, the fire burns low
and the deepening dark blankets both monster and child.
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When Dessa moved, her hair, dark and heavier than the
water-logged air, danced around her. The braids, smooth
as silk, twisted and turned to their own rhythm while
framing her face and tumbling down her back. Her
sparkling, coal black eyes seemed to laugh from within
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the safety of the vines that grew from her head,
complimenting her deep brown skin that glimmered like
bronze in the pale, yellow sun. Every part of Midworld3 loved Dessa from the wet air to the weak sun.
When Dessa danced, her hair in its seemingly
endless braids was like magic. It whipped around her
body, hiding her breasts, tracing a line along her smooth
hips, smacking the hands of the men who reached for
her. They would pull their paws back as if bit. Some say
the tips of some of the braids had barbs that she and her
sister twisted into the hair while they sang strange
songs. Some said they were poisoned, the barbs and the
girls.
Still, they came to see her dance. To watch her hips,
her glimmering eyes, to see the weak sun kiss
something on the planet that was so cold and so cruel.
They said that she and her sisters rose from the
swamp and that’s why they were all so dark, all varying
shades of that same muddy earth that they trod upon day
after day. The same earth they mined, pulling up wet
sludge before hitting the resources they were looking for
so they could leave, finally, and go someplace where
they sun was brighter and the air dryer. But the girls,
they said, pulled their bodies from the muck, using the
strange ruins to balance while they wiped themselves
off. They said the rain fell clean that day and the sun
grew hot and bright just that one time to help dry them.
They say the mud loved them so much it stuck to them.
That the sun and rain and earth loved Dessa the best.
They say a lot of things.
They would never leave, Dessa and her sisters, that’s
not something they said, that was the truth. The rest of
the truth was that the woman they watched dance was
born on Midworld-3, not from the mud but from her
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mother, just as everyone, save the strongmen who
sometimes came through, running from their fates at the
front lines of the War. The strongmen came from birth
tubes. but liked to watch Dessa dance just the same. Her
hair bit them like it did anyone but she always smiled at
them special. They say the strongmen carry pictures of
her when they get caught and taken back to the front.
They all know what she looks like, what she’d done.
They talked through that strange link their type has, told
her story. They carried her for protection, for luck. To
dream of a day when they would be on Midworld-3 and
she could give them peace too.
She was beautiful even if they called her ugly for her
dark skin and her snake hair that bit them. Her sisters
were beautiful too but they couldn’t dance like Dessa.
The sun didn’t kiss their faces like it did Dessa. There
was no one like Dessa.
The truth is that Dessa was the sixth child born to
two immigrants, three boys, three girls, but all anyone
talks about are the girls, during that brief time where
people thought making a life on Midworld-3 was thing
that could be done. Back when they were splattering the
airwaves with all those films Earthside of how lovely
Midworld-3 was. It was a lie mostly but there was some
truth there too.
Midworld-3 was lovely in those moments when the
sun was setting and the air was purple and pinks before
full dark. It was lovely when the lantern bugs came out
twinkling in the darkness and the wetlands started to
sing with life. Dessa and her sisters could show you lots
of lovely things. They’d been born there, came out as
squealing babies, no magic to it but those girls knew
where to look for magic. They knew Midworld-3
because it was theirs and maybe that’s why when it all
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came to pass it went so bad for them. Maybe it’s
because they couldn’t think they weren’t safe. Maybe
it’s because Midworld-3 loved Dessa so much that it
just couldn’t let her go. Not even when it went bad.
This is the truth of it. This is about all of them, but
it’s about Dessa the most because she’s the one we
remember the most.
“Oh Miss Dessa where you going?” Mister Robert
shouted from the shop stall, the fruits precut and
covered they shone wetly in the sun, like candy. His
skin was dark, like hers, but dusty and dry. Close
cropped gray hair covered his head. He’d been a friend
of her daddy. Behind him in the dark doorway his wife
swept out their home, glancing only for a moment at the
younger woman her husband called to.
She stopped smiling at the older man, “Same place
as always, to the square.”
He shook his head, “Your pa hates it, I know he’s up
there, shaking his head.”
She rolled her eyes, “Give one of us a job in your
shop and we’ll stop dancing then.”
“Get me more business then I’ll hire one of you!” he
called back.
“I’ll send you a couple of customers,” she winked.
He shook his head and tossed a pack of fruit towards
her. She caught it in midair and waving her thanks
continued on. She walked slower, eating the sticky fruit
Robert had tossed her, careful not to get any on her
dress, a light-yellow frock with full skirts that lifted to
show her thighs when she moved just right. She licked
the juice from her palm and fingertips like cat, an
animal she had never seen. Steph and Erica were there
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already, collecting green for their fortunes. The miners
humored them because it was nice to have a pretty girl
hold your hand, even if she was mud colored. The silver
wouldn’t flow until she came. The miners wanted to see
the pretty girl dance. They wanted more than that but
the sisters said no. Not the miners. They knew what they
were about.
Men who would take what they wanted and leave for
something they thought was better. Men who couldn’t
understand the beauty of this place, wouldn’t understand
them. No. The girls were Midworld-3’s and Midworld-3
was theirs. They hated miners but they smiled just the
same.
Dessa weaved through the streets, her soft soles
taping on the concrete, the bells on her ankles and wrists
singing to the four eyed birds above. They cocked their
heads towards her and followed her from rooftop to
rooftop calling back as she passed.
The sounds from the square met her as she came
closer, filling the air with laughter. It was a holiday, the
miners from Earth said. The ones from other places
played along, the company that hired them was Earth
based and gave them the day. They came to the square
to spend their money and drink the liquor the old people
of Midworld-3 brewed in tubs and fermented in glass
jars. Distilled marsh water and flowers, fruits and grains
that grew nowhere else. It all tasted like earth but there
was something sweet to it.
And it got you drunk quick which is what the miners
cared most about.
Dessa and her sister wove the same flowers in their
hair. They said just the scent was enough to make a man
lose his senses. They say the pure honey that dripped
from the cut petals was enough to make you go mad.
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Maybe that’s what happened to Paul, the man who came
from Earth for the mining company. Maybe he got too
close and one of those snakes bit him while Dessa spun.
That’s what some people say but people say a lot of
things.
Here’s the truth. Paul was the man from Earth. He
was there that day, the holiday, and saw Dessa dance
with her sisters, the petals in their hair. He handed silver
credits to Erica while Dessa spun and clapped when
Steph called for the crowd to. Dessa was who he looked
at, but she barely saw him. He was a miner and all
miners were the same to her.
She saved her smiles for the strongmen in the crowd
with their giant bodies and eyes like children. She could
see their desperation, their desire to find a home. If they
asked she told them how to go through the swamps to
find the dry ruins past where she lived. Strongmen don’t
need food, they live on the land, not moving unless they
need. The strongmen that came to Midworld-3 just
wanted peace. Sometimes they stayed and found it.
Sometimes they moved on.
Paul, the man from Earth, was sent to act as foreman
for a couple of turns around the sun. A good assignment
if you could handle the stench they said because
everything on Midworld-3 smelled like a swamp but
that meant different things at different times of the year.
Paul didn’t think it stank. Paul didn’t think much of
Midworld-3 at all but a paycheck to send back to his
wife who lived besides a cool ocean.
That day as she spun, the flowers in hair catching the
sun as the braids whipped and danced around her, the
bells she wore enticing the birds to sing back. Her
sisters clapped and called with her shaking their hips as
they shook their baskets around the crowd. Whether
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Paul had been enchanted by swamp flower wine or the
scent from the ones she wore, whether he been bitten or
not, this was true: Paul saw Dessa and wanted her.
When Dessa was done she did a little bow and her
sisters scrambled to pick up the money the miners
tossed on the ground at her feet. She held her lips in
such a way that the drunk miners thought she was
smiling but Paul saw she wasn’t and that made him
want her even more.
Dessa, of no mind about it, turned with her sisters
and arm and arm walked home.
Erica was the tallest of them and Steph was about
Dessa’s height. “Let’s get some treats,” Erica chirped,
“We got a lot of silver today.”
“Let’s count it before we spend it,” Steph cautioned,
her voice low and smooth like smoke.
“We should get some groceries at least. Mister
Robert had good fruit today,” Dessa said.
Steph nodded, “He did, we tasted some on the way to
square.”
“Good harvest,” Erica agreed.
So they shopped in the little market area, the shop
keeps happy for their business and behind them Paul
watched as they moved from stall to stall between the
few miner’s wives that came with their husbands and
the poor souls who had come before them hoping to
make the planet a home.
He didn’t follow them home, not that day.
They walked happy out of the small town and down
the paths where nothing would hurt them. There were
giant lizards and beasts that were all teeth and claws in
the swamp. Less now then there had been when their
mama was pushing them into the world but there still
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there, wary and hungry. The girls didn’t need to worry
about that though. Midworld-3 loved them.
Their home was a shack, that’s what anyone would
call it. The walls were cheap biobuild, the type supplied
to settlers who were too poor to buy the good stuff. One
floor but there were many bedrooms, enough for all of
them but too many now that the boys were gone to other
worlds to find their own fortunes and their parents were
dead and ash sitting on the mantle. You couldn’t bury
anyone on Midworld-3. The ground is too wet, the
planet sucked whatever you put on it back into it’s core
if you let it but that wasn’t the same as burying.
The sisters chattered and told jokes to one another
while they prepared food and pulled wilting flowers
from their hair. Outside the sun began to set and the
lights flickered to life. Erica checked the traps for small
animals to add some meat to dinner while Steph counted
and hid the money around the house, “for a rainy day.”
There were a lot of those but none that had rained
enough. Dessa wanted to fix up the house, put in better
build. Erica wanted to buy nicer clothes. Steph said no.
She was the oldest.
“We got some critters,” Erica said holding up the
traps. Inside there were three small rodent like creatures
with green fur and long bodies, their sides rising and
falling, eyes wide.
Dessa wrinkled her nose, broom in hand, over the
table at her sister. “I hate dandans,” she said pouting a
little for show.
“We eat what the water gives us. I’ll season them up
nice,” Erica smiled knowing it didn’t matter. The sisters
would eat them raw if they had to. That’s how it was on
Midworld-3 but they didn’t have to so in the pot went
herbs and seasonings. It smelled lovely.
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Erica cooked, they bathed, and sang. They ate their
meals and went to bed. They dreamed separate dreams
and things were good.
Dessa sang to herself as she walked alone to market.
Steph announced that there was enough to get a better
roof and she sent Dessa to order it from the dealer.
Singing she went early, her feet nearly dancing, her hair
bereft of flowers catching the light of the sun turning the
black to purple and dark reds in the light. The birds
followed her, calling back her song.
“Hey there Dessa,” Mister Robert called her,
motioning her over. He was cutting his fruits for sale, it
was still early but the miners would be there for lunch
and again around dinner. Once more in the middle of the
night. They came in shifts and Robert sold them all.
Behind him, his wife sat in the house, rocking in her
chair, watching them.
She turned and met him at his stand. “Hmm,” she
asked plucking a piece of fruit from the cutting board
and shoving it in her mouth, sucking the juices.
“That man from the mines was looking for you,” he
said pausing in his job.
“What man?” she asked grabbing another slice.
“You know him, the new foreman, come up just a
few months ago,” Robert explained cutting another
slice.
She shook her head, “I don’t know. You know I
don’t deal with them folks.”
He laughed, a deep rumble that reminded her of her
father, “Your daddy and mama taught you that much at
least. But he said he was looking for you.”
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She frowned, “Probably wants me to dance at a party
or something. I’m not interested.”
Robert nodded, “You better tell him then. Name’s
Paul something. Just ask anyone, they should know
him.”
She picked up another piece of fruit and shook her
head, “Thanks for the message. And breakfast!”
Then she was off, the message forgotten replaced by
thoughts of a new roof filling her head.
He found her the next time she danced.
He waited. They only danced on rest days, that was
the only day there was any money to be made. The
sisters spent time in the square reading fortunes some
weeks when credits were lower than Steph wanted them
to be. But this week they were fine so they stayed away,
watching the new roof grow over the old one. Erica
worked on her traps and her garden. Steph did book
work for people in the market. Dessa visited the
strongmen, climbed through the ruins and wondered
what type of people had built them. They washed their
hair, brushed it, and rebraided it, sitting in a circle and
singing. The sisters sang like birds.
And still Paul waited. Waited for her to come back
imagining the curve of her hips. The way the sun played
on her skin. The way her lips didn’t smile. Her odd
beauty. He was rewarded for his patience. They came
back.
Dessa danced and they cheered and clapped. This
time Paul certainly reached for her and was bitten by her
long braids. He gave them more silver than they had
ever seen at once, he shoved it in the hands of Erica and
Steph and his eyes stayed on Dessa.
The sisters threw each other sidelong glances that
said watch out, this one is dangerous. But they took the
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credits all the same because silver was silver. They
thought, he’s tipping the dance like everyone else.
He thought, I’m buying that girl.
When it was over, he approached her, pulling her
shoulder to turn her back as she tried to leave with her
sisters. He smiled. If you asked Dessa about it later, she
would tell you that she remembered his teeth were white
and his hands weren’t the hands of a miner.
“I asked after you, what’s your name?” he asked
dropping his hand to her elbow.
She frowned at the hand on her and pulled her arm
back, remembering the message from Mister Robert,
“You’re Paul.”
He nodded, “So you did get it then? Why didn’t you
come and see me?”
She shook her head, “I’m sorry but we don’t do
private showings. Just here in the square.”
She turned and ran back to her sisters who frowned
at the man as they took their sister’s hand. Ah, what
could have changed in that moment? Maybe if they had
told Mister Robert he could have done something.
Maybe if Dessa had asked for the strongmen’s
protection, the ones that waited at the ruins, they would
have helped. But she didn’t. They didn’t. Midworld-3
loved the sisters but on its soil still marched the boots of
men and was ran by the rules of men. Those rules say
that dark girls who were too free must be punished. And
what happens next happens fast.
The sisters didn’t think of it. Didn’t think of Paul. He
was just another miner that wanted more than they were
giving. They laughed in the market and Steph gave
Erica some money for new dresses. They were happy.
Paul followed them home. He moved down the path,
blending with the other passersby or maybe they just
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didn’t notice, so wrapped up in their own joy. It doesn’t
matter the why, only that it happened.
Home, Erica still at market looking at clothes and
Steph gone to help a neighbor make sense of a letter.
They say that Dessa was alone in the swamp, that he
only meant to help but that’s not true. She was at home,
her sisters were away and he followed her.
He knocked but when she opened the door he didn’t
bother to say anything. He just pushed her down kicking
the door closed behind him. There was a knife, there is
always a knife, a cruel joke to have to decide which way
you’ll be penetrated. They say he was driven mad by the
swamp flower wine he liked, a bad batch. They say that
her beauty was such that no man could resist it. They
say that he was covered with bites from the barbs in her
hair but that’s not true.
Why Paul did it doesn’t matter. What does matter is
that he did. He didn’t have the hands of a miner but he
was a miner after all. So focused was he on his own
desire he lost track of the weapon. Dessa snatched it up
as he was finishing and plunged it into his throat.
Everything that made his life let loose in and on her at
the same moment.
When her sisters returned wet from the unseasonable
rain she was done crying. His body was still on top of
hers. She stared at the ceiling as they gasped and pulled
him off. There were no words that needed to pass
between them.
The two older sisters pulled Dessa up and together
the dragged Paul out through the back. The rain
pounded from the sky, thick as swamp mud. There
would be no one out in it. Together they pushed and
pulled his body out to the water’s edge and kicked it in.
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Something large and reptilian rose from the water
and snapped him up. This is true. One of those lizards
that roamed the water ways but not so much in the
inhabited spaces anymore came to the surface for the
sisters. This was what Midworld-3 could do for the girls
it loved so dearly. It wept that it couldn’t do more.
They didn’t return to the square. Dessa stayed in the
house closed off in her room. People talked.
Two things didn’t take long. One, for Dessa to
realize that she was pregnant and two, for the stories of
Paul’s disappearance to spread. All the miners knew he
was after the dancing girl. That he wanted that sister
with snakes for hair. The girls that were too good to
spread their legs for them when they asked.
It didn’t take long for the rumbling to turn to
something more violent and bloodthirsty. For it to
change from speculation to the belief that the sisters had
bewitched and murdered Paul, good man that he was,
good family man that he was. It didn’t take long to turn
the beautiful, dark sisters into monsters.
Mister Robert’s wife came knocking on the door. A
small woman. Her name was Thien. Erica opened it but
Dessa stood at the hallway, only half hidden by the wall.
The woman could see her swollen middle but didn’t say
anything but what she came to say.
“They’re coming for you,” Thien said.
The sisters didn’t need an explanation. They had
already been packing, knowing this day would come.
They gathered their things. Clothing, traps, supplies and
together they left walking quickly down the path that
lead to strongmen and the ruins above the swamp.
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The strongmen didn’t move as they walked past
them. They had found a peace and because Midworld-3
loved the sisters, they fed the men. Long vines grew
there with heavy fruits. Leaves made way to filter
sunlight down on the giants that half slumbered under
them. The four eyed birds landed on them, built nests in
their laps. They were happy there and Dessa had given
them that happiness.
The sisters hid in the ruins and when the mob
followed them shouting slurs and holding weapons the
strongmen stood up dropping the nests and vines that
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grew around them. They grumbled and roared at the
intruders who dared come so close to the land Dessa had
given them.
And the miners, who were not warriors like the
strongmen, only drunk fools who wanted something and
were so used to taking without asking, stepped back.
They went back to their barracks and sobered up. They
laughed at the idea of the mob they had been. They
claimed the strongmen in the ruins were just a dream
made from too much drink.
But the sisters were gone. There were no more pretty
girls in the square and they were sad for it. This isn’t
their story though.
The sisters made a life for themselves in the ruins.
They trapped and ate what Midworld-3 gave them. They
laughed and tried to forget what had happened but how
could they? There was Dessa, growing larger every day.
She sang to the baby and tried not to blame it. She
told it of Midworld-3 and its secrets. When it moved in
her the strongmen sometimes put their big hands on her
belly and smiled, pleased to feel life. They protected the
sisters from the animals, the ones that walked on two
legs and more when they came. Like Midworld-3, they
loved the sisters but it was Dessa they loved the most.
Then it was time.
It happened on a sunny day when the air was not so
hot and wet. The baby came as quickly as he had been
made. In Dessa’s blood he was born, screaming from
her womb just like any other child. He was not like the
sisters though. His skin was pale, paler than the sun
above them. His eyes were gray, and his head was
crowned with a golden fluff of curls.
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Dessa smiled at him while she nursed him and he ate
greedily pulling milk into his mouth, taking from her
what she gave. They both slept after a time.
The boy grew taller and bolder but never darker. His
skin stayed pale, his hair was tight coils of gold when its
real texture developed. He laughed and climbed up the
strongmen who let him treat them like rocks.
In time, Erica and Steph moved back to the shack. It
was much the same. Biobuild kept well on its own and
no one in town would touch it. They boy would come to
visit but he would return to his mama, who never left
the ruins.
The miners whispered about Paul who had
disappeared or told stories of bodies that were his but
the truth is they never found a body. They never
suspected that the boy with the golden hair was his, just
that some miner had finally gotten a baby on one of the
sisters. They spoke of Dessa in hushed tones, the
madwoman of the ruins, the witch that turned men to
stone with snakes in her hair who had killed good Paul.
That’s what they said anyway. They still dreamed of her
dancing.
The boy, they called him Gus, but he called himself
Des, after his mother who loved him even though. It
didn’t surprise them when he said he was leaving, going
to the stars. That’s where the men went. He was wide,
tall, and strong and they knew he would be fine.
They kissed his face and Steph gave him the credits
she had saved, the rainy day was here but the storm fell
only from the sisters’ eyes. And then he was gone and
we won’t speak anymore of him because this is not his
story.
But before this ends there is one more thing for
telling. Dessa never left the ruins. She stayed with her
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strongmen and her birds. Her sisters visited her and they
laughed and clapped and sang and Dessa danced. Her
hair flew and the sun kissed her face.
They say if you go to Midworld-3 you can still find
the sisters. That the planet loved them so much it
refused to let them go. That the strongmen are still
there, hands folded in their peace but the miners are
gone. The earth became so disgusted with them that it
finally swallowed them up.
That may not be the truth but it is true that Dessa is
still there. That she still dances. If you find her ruins and
her strongmen maybe you can see her. Maybe her braids
will catch the sun for you. That’s what I say anyway.
And my word is as true as anyone’s.
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Patchwork Girl

She pulls the teeth through her hair
a gentle tug, a subtle chewing
of seaweed and kelp
untangling stray fingers from her last catch
It’s not an easy life swimming to and fro
searching for wrecks upon the rocks
She often played her hair like a harp
wishing for more than sinking fellows
or treasures to larder her sea-trenched chests
She yearned to taste something new
to see beyond the seaweed haul
do more than nibble sailors to death
add their ribs and finger bones
to the collar about her neck
Sparkling coins, the winking eyes
of gems nothing but aquatic litter
gaudy encrustations no longer
netting her attention in boring marine games
But what can a girl of fin, scales and flesh do
caught between two worlds
cool calm unfettered depths swept away
the other of dry and bright reaches
where clarity always wins
She combs again her sea-tossed tresses
untangling her life, her loves
her dreams half-formed as pearls
being spun in their shells
Her world changes with the tides
ebbs and flows as does her every whim
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discarded when the surge recedes
leaving shells and seaweed
the rejected bodies of men
She eyes the distant moon-skimmed shores
pulls her comb through her hair
and with mirror and siren song
lures women now into her lair
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